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ABSTRACT 

The high frequency Po and So seismic waves observed at long distances under 

deep oceanic basins are investigated by means of numerical simulation. These 

waves are propagated particularly along the ray paths in relatively homogeneous 

and tectonicly stable regions of oceanic crust and upper mantle, and in continental 

shield areas. Propagation is terminated by structures such as midocean ridges, 

deep ocean trenches, and continental mountain chains. When expected variabiUty 

in crust and upper mantle velocity depth structure is disrupted by such structural 

discontinuities, Po and So waves seize to travel. 

The seismic wave guide of crust and upper mantle may be continuous for 

hundreds of kilometers, as is the case in oceanic basins and continental shields. 

For these seismic ray paths, the wave guide is so efficient that waves recorded at 

large distances (as large as 3000 km or more) could include frequencies as high as 

35 — 40 Hz. The long coda duration of 1 — 2 minutes is typical in these phases. 

The apparent velocity varies around 8.3 km/sec. for Po and 4.7 km/sec. for So. A 

special name, Po and So, has been given to these high frequency waves because of 

their predominance along oceanic paths. 

The reflectivity method and normal mode theory have been employed to fit the 

observational characteristics of Po and So. A velocity depth structure consistent 

with refraction and surface wave data for the upper 100 km. of the earth has been 

selected to simulate their main features. The normal variabiUty of ocean crust does 



not change the spectrum of Po and So signiflcantly, but the upper mantle must 

have a reasonably stable velocity depth profile. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of 

Rayleigh and Love surface waves show that a stationary phase located around 4.7 

km I sec. is responsible for generation of So phase. Having estabUshed the model 

for the So phase, the reflectivity method was used to calculate synthetic Po 

seismograms. The results show that a simple and straightforward model of ocean 

crust and upper mantle is sufficient to produce these high frequency phases. 

Po and So are predominantly high frequency waves. A vaUd lower cutoff 

frequency of pass band seems to be 0.4 Hz. The higher cutoff frequncy could run 

up to 35 — 40 Hz, as indicated from observations. Therefore, recording 

instruments with flat response over the range 0.5 — 10.0 Hz could be used to 

observe these special phases. Because of their high frequency nature, Po and So 

can be an efficient tool to map the structural details of crust and upper mantle. 

Within proper phase velocity and frequency windows, So phase is characterized by 

high mode dispersion curves of Rayleigh and Love surface waves. Dispersion 

calculations show that waves above 1.0 Hz are particularly important to sample 

crust and upper mantle. 

Synthetics show no Po and So but only regular low frequency surface waves 

when calculation is performed in the range 0 — 0.4 Hz. If the frequency range is 

increased to, for instance, 3.1 Hz, Po and So appear strongly in the synthetic 

seismograms. If frequency is increased to even larger values such as 8.1 Hz, even 

VI 



larger temporal ampUtudes are obtained. Spectral domain analyses of Po and So 

show that frequencies of 5 Hz are dominant. The wave guide of Po is weaker than 

So and is characterized by relatively low frequencies. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Observations of seismic waves provide us with vast amounts of valuable data to 

investigate the deep structures of the earth's interior. Earthquakes and nuclear 

explosions produce some seismic waves that are easily detectable at teleseismic 

distances. Some of these waves are commonly caUed guided waves. Simon (1981) 

gave an exceUent review of the various observed guided seismic waves. The most 

common guided waves are Pn, Sn, Lg, Rg, LQ, LR. 

Aki and Richards (1980) presented a glosary of guided waves citing the 

explanations for possible generation mechanisms generaUy found in the Uterature. 

An interpretation of the ray paths of these waves can be found in Gutenberg 

(1959). Determination of how a guided wave propagates is accompUshed by 

modeUng the wave propagation through the use of numerical procedures. In such 

numerical analyses, best match between observational data and numerical results 

are sought. Procedures are fuUy discussed in Ewing et al. (1957). In this thesis, 

Pn and Sn waves wiU be studied, and their propagation beneath the ocean wiU be 

explained in terms of layered earth structure. Detailed discussion of the theory of 

elastic wave propagation can be found in Macelwane and Sohon (1932); Ewing et 

al. (1957); and Aki and Richards (1980). 

There are first degree velocity discontinuities between the crust and mantle 

and between mantle and core. The discontinuity between crust and mantle is 
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caUed the Mohorovicic or Moho or M. There is a low velocity zone (LVZ), a zone 

in which seismic velocity decreases with depth, in the upper mantle. Otherwise, 

velocity in the mantle is considered to increase with depth. Below the mantle the 

outer core is composed of a nonrigid material, which does not transmit S waves. 

The inner core (with radius about 1/2 the radius of the core) is generaUy thought 

to be soUd, although seismic evidence for that coclusion is not clear. This thesis 

wiU model and explain P and S wave propagation in a zone made up of the lower 

crust and the upper mantle. Propagation of the P and S waves include simple 

reflections, refractions, and direct arrivals. Reflection and refraction of P and S 

result when the waves are incident upon a velocity discontinuity such as the M 

discontinuity. This phenomena causes these waves to form distinct energy 

packages on seismograms which arrive at times predicted by the model. Examples 

of reflections are PcP and ScS reflected from core-mantle boundary. Pn and Sn 

are waves refracted at the crust-mantle boundary and travel horizontaUy along the 

M discontinuity. However, this single deflnition of Pn and Sn is not sufficient and 

wiU be expanded in more detail later in the thesis. 

Models of the earth used in this thesis wiU consist of n paraUel, homogeneous, 

and isotropic layers. Computat ion of wave propagation in the models wiU be 

based upon normal mode theory. Research using this type of modeUng is 

voluminuous; some examples are HaskeU (1953); Ewing et al. (1957); Dorman 

(1959); Dorman (1962); Harkrider (1964); Knopoff (1964); Dunkin (1965); 
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Abo-Zena (1979); Harvey (1981); and Qakir (1989). Computer computation of 

normal mode propagation in a layered medium presents some numerical problems 

such as roundoff error, numerical instabiUty, and extensive CPU time. These 

problems have been solved as a part of this thesis, and the improved computer 

programs have been provided in the appendices A and B. Part of the work done in 

this thesis consists of improvements in the original work of Qakir (1989). 

Extensions to the normal mode theory have been made in terms of eigenfunctions, 

which are stress and displacement proflles of the depth, and group velocities. 

Computer programs of Rayleigh and Love wave eigenfunctions are provided in the 

appendices C and D. These additions help understand more about higher mode 

propagation and coupUng between modes. 

As mentioned before, this thesis wiU seek an explanation for the propagation of 

Pn and Sn waves which travel beneath the ocean. These waves are caUed Po and 

So. Aki and Richards (1980), in their glossary of seismic phases, state that the 

designation Po and So has, in recent years, been appUed to high frequency P and 

S waves tha t propagate over considerable distances (20^ for Po and 40^ for So) 

with horizontal phase velocity in the range 7.8-8.3 km^jsec. for Po and 4.5-4.7 

km I sec. for So. They also mention that an interpretation of Po and So in terms 

of normal mantle refracted or head waves at the Moho is unsatisfactory (although 

the horizontal velocity and travel times would be explained) because head waves 

decay rapidly with distance. They suggest that an explanation in terms of guided 
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waves within a high Q layer several tens of kilometers in thickness at the top of 

the mantle is more Ukely to be satisfactory. 

High frequency Po and So phases were first observed nearly sixty years ago for 

travel paths in the Atlantic, from the West Indies to the northern east coast of the 

United States (Leet et al., 1951, reported that these observations were made as 

early as 1935). They have been reported for continental travel paths of the 

Canadian Shield (Brune and Dorman, 1963); the Russian Platform (Bath, 1966); 

and France (Hirn et al., 1973). Indeed, they have been observed to propagate 

beneath most of the earth 's ocean basins, for example, beneath the South Pacific 

(Mitronovas et al., 1969: Barazangi et al., 1972), the Western Pacific (Walker, 

1977a; Walker, 1978), the Atlantic (Shurbet, 1962; Shurbet, 1964), and the Cocos 

Plate (McCreey, 1981). The wave guide in which they propagate is probably 

located within the uppermost mantle and/or crust beneath aU oceans and 

probably under homogeneous portions of continents (Walker, 1982a). 

Beneath the oceans these waves have been found to be unique when compared 

with Pn and Sn waves beneath continents (Shih, 1985). Walker (1982b) suggested 

tha t a new name be given to these high frequency compressional and shear phases 

often observed at great distances in the world's oceans. He suggested more logical 

terms (ocean P and ocean S) with the abbreviations being Po and So. However, 

bo th Pn and Sn or Po and So are commonly used in the Uterature. 
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First arriving Po and So phases travel with fairly constant apparent velocities 

of about 8.0 and 4.6 km./sec, respectively, whereas peak arrivals have velocities of 

about 7.6 and 4.5 km,/sec. comparable to basal crustal velocities. At distances of 

about 18*̂  (approximately 2000 km), observed frequencies of Po and So are as 

high as 30 and 35 Hz, respectively; and at distances of about 30°, as high as 15 

and 20 Hz, respectively. The signal/noise ratios for Po and So phases are 

generaUy at least ten times greater than the ratios of their respective normal 

mantle refracted P and S phases; in many instances no direct P and S waves are 

recorded on seismograms with very strong Po 's and 5o's. Aside from the SOFAR 

channel (Officer, 1958) of the world's oceans, the Po and So wave guide appears 

to be the earth 's most efficient acoustical wave guide (estimates of quaUty factor Q 

are as high as 20,000). To iUustrate the efficiency of the T phase wave guide, an 

explosion charge of less than 1 Ih can be easily detected at several hundred 

kilometers distance. The Po and So wave guide is comparable to this in efficiency. 

It is probable that the phenomenon is a dominant feature of marginal seas 

(Walker, 1983; newsletter number 2) as weU as oceans. 

A map of the Wake Ocean Bottom Seismograph (OBS) array is illustrated in 

Figure 1.1. The Hawaii Inst i tute of Geophysics at Manoa managed to deploy 

twelve OBS's over a 1500 km line near Wake Island aimed toward northern Japan 

and the southwest islands of the Kuril chain. The objective of the experiment was 

to acquire da ta on Po and So velocities and frequency spectra from earthquakes 



Zone of 
Seismicity 
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120' 140 160* 180< 

Figure 1.1: Map of the Wake OBS array and the zone of seismicity indicated by 
shaded areas (Walker, 1983; newsletter number 4). Dark triangles indicate other 
WWSSN stations. OBS array is depicted by a Une of dark and open circles. Other 
dark circles as dispersed through shaded area indicate earthquake epicentres. 
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recorded by many stations for the purpose of providing accurate data for modeUng 

efforts (see Figure 1.1). This part of the world's ocean basins is an efficient place 

to observe the Po and So phases. The number of events recorded far exceeded all 

reasonable expectations Walker (1983; newsletter number 4). Figure 1.2 shows 

examples of Po and So phases observed at the Wake OBS array. 

Figure 1.3 demonstrates that the time separation between Po phase and 

Mantle refracted P phase becomes quite large as the travel path gets longer. 

There are numereous iUustrations of Po and So phases in the Uterature, for 

example, Shurbet (1962); Hart and Press (1973); Chinn et al. (1980); and Walker 

(1982b). The ampUtude envelope of the Po and So wave train is very similar at aU 

recording regions. The Po and So raise graduaUy to a maximum value and then 

the ampUtude decreases slowly back to the background level. The propagation of 

Po and So phases may be slightly different from one region to another one. This 

sUght difference is probably due to variations in the wave guide itself. Hart and 

Press (1973), in their study of So waves in North Atlantic, suggested that the 

variation might be related to variations in the age of Uthosphere. To some degree, 

the range of velocities reported in the Uterature may be caused by errors in 

epicenter location (Shih, 1985). 

Shurbet (1962) suggested that Po and So phases might be guided waves that 

travel at or sUghtly below the Moho discontinuity. He explained that the absence 

of long period waves indicated that the guide is thin. The nature of the guide was 
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Figure 1.2: DigitaUy rectified and compressed plots of Po and So phases (here 
caUed Pn and Sn) recorded by the Wake hydrophones (Walker et al., 1978). Scales 
beneath each plot indicate epicentral distance per travel time in kmf sec. The veloc
ities for the maximum ampUtudes in Po and So are 8.0 and 4.5 km j sec. somewhat 
lower than the P and S velocities at the Moho discontinuit5^ 
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Figure 1.3: Examples of Po and So waves showing the importance of travel dis
tance for separation of Po and Mantle refracted P phases (Walker, 1984; newsletter 
number 5). 
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described as a low velocity layer in the shaUow upper mantle in which the seismic 

waves are propagated horizontaUy for great distances with very Uttle attenuation. 

Walker (1983) proposed the foUowing Ust of observations which are generally 

present on Po and So wave trains. 

1. The range of Po and So velocities indicates that an appreciable portion of 

the energy propagates within the lower oceanic crust. Therefore, a wave guide 

may extend upward from the uppermost mantle through the crust and, to some 

extent, through the entire water column. 

2. The long Po and So wave trains may be the result of multiple ocean 

surface reflections near the receiver. 

3. The wave trains may be lengthened as a result of partial conversion of P to 

S and 5 to P at the sediment-basement interface, the converted energy arriving 

between the main Po and So signals to form the last section of the Po signal. 

4. The existence of Po and So phases may provide the source for the T phase 

in areas of flat ocean bot tom. In other words, the SOFAR channel is energized by 

leakage from Po and So guided waves. 

The T phase is identified as compressional energy travelling in the sound 

channel (SOFAR) of the world's oceans where a low velocity layer is caused by the 

tempera ture and pressure distribution in the water column. Energy arrivals of this 

kind has become known as T, for third, with P and S (or actuaUy Po and So) 

constituting the first and second groups of high frequency waves of similar general 
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appearance. Observations have been provided by Leet et al. (1951); Shurbet 

(1957); and Walker (1982b). Figure 1.4 is a digitaUy rectified and compressed plot 

of P , Po, So, and T phases for an earthquake south of Japan recorded by the 

Wake Island hydrophones. Frequency domain spectrums of the P , Po, So. and T 

phases shown in Figure 1.4 are iUustrated in Figure 1.5. Also superimposed is a 

seismic noise spectrum, shown as the shaded area, as determined for ocean bot tom 

environment of Wake Island. 

In the deep ocean near Wake Island the noise level in the frequency range of 3 

to 10 Hz ( the frequency range of Po and So) is very low. However, with this 

advantage a comprehensive spectral estimate still requires a high frequency 

channel as iUustrated in Figure 1.6. Most pubUshed data has utiUzed World Wide 

Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN) data from which comprehensive 

spectral determination for Po and So have been too narrow. In this thesis the 

modeUng wiU cover the comprehensive spectra. 

Normal mode theory, with the latest improvements and additions, and the 

reflectivity method, as described by MiiUer (1988) are used to model the Po and 

So waves, numericaUy. For both techniques, a layered half space model is used; it 

is defined in terms of layer parameters including thickness, compressional and 

shear velocities, and density. Normal mode theory provides the phase and group 

velocity dispersion curves and also eigenfunction profiles. The reflectivity method 
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Figure 1.4: DigitaUy rectified and compressed plot of P , Po, So (here caUed Pn and 
Sn), and T phases for an earthquake south of Japan recorded by the Wake Island 
hydrophones (Walker, 1982b). 
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Figure 1.6: The above figure shows the magnification curves of the high frequency at 
Ponape (Figure 1.1) and of WWSSN short periods. In the below figure are sample 
recordings from Ponape showing the clarity of high frequency arrivals on the high 
frequency channel as compared to the s tandard short period channel (Walker, 1983; 
newsletter number 4). 
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aUows computation of complete theoretical seismograms. A computer program has 

been provided in Appendix E for the reflectivity method. 

The reflectivity method for the computation of theoretical seismograms was 

first described by Fuchs (1968). This method utiUzes double numerical integration 

over the wavenumber and frequency, and the appUcation of the matrix formaUsm 

described by HaskeU (1953) for the propagation of plane waves through plane 

layered media. This method has been used extensively in various fields of 

seismology. It aUows the computation of complete seismograms including Po and 

So, surface waves, leaking modes, and aU body wave phases, including depth 

phases Uke p P . 

In the original version of the reflectivity method, the integration over the 

circular frequency w was carried out using Fast Fourier Transform techniques and 

equidistant w spacing. This lead to time aUasing problems for cases in which a 

seismic phase extends over a longer time duration than the time window used. 

One solution of this problem is to increase the length of the time window, but this 

is not an efficient way to handle the problem because it increases the CPU time 

unnecessarily. Fuchs (1968) showed that a similar aliasing problem in wavenumber 

integration could be avoided by integration over the angle of incidence instead of 

wavenumber k. In the case of t ime aliasing, MiiUer (1988) showed that use of 

complex frequencies alleviates the problem. However, these two problems are not 

as severe as the extensive use of CPU time. 
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The material up to this point describes the observational characteristics of 

oceanic Po and So waves. Mention has been made about two numerical 

techniques, normal mode theory and reflectivity method, which are essential to the 

subject of this thesis. Computations of group velocity and eigenfunction using 

normal mode theory are used to explain the So wave type. This method is useful 

only in computation for waves, the phase velocity of which range between 

maximum and minimum shear velocities in the model. Therefore, it is only vaUd 

for information about So waves. On the other hand, the reflectivity method does 

not have a phase velocity Umit and it can be used to obtain information about 

both Po and So waves. Information coming from normal mode theory in terms of 

group velocity curves and eigenfunctions provides an expUcit insight into So wave 

propagation, which makes it easy for So waves to be explained. However, the 

reflectivity method is not as expUcit as normal mode theory because its end result 

is a theoretical seismogram. For that reason, study was begun with applying 

normal mode theory to explain So waves. Once the propagation of So waves is 

explained, the next step wiU be to generate theoretical seismograms of Po waves 

for different models using reflectivity method. The models used to generate 

theoretical seismograms for Po wiU be those which normal mode theory has been 

shown to explain So. 

For both the normal mode calculations and the reflectivity techniques, the 

model of oceanic crust and upper mantle used wiU be an approximation of the real 
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ear th in which a stack of homogeneous layers between the free surface and the half 

space is considered. The number of layers can be increased or decreased to better 

approximate the real earth. However, this wiU be Umited to a reasonable range so 

that a considerable amount of CPU time can be saved. The final objective is to 

acquire a model structure which explains both Po and So waves. Observational 

da ta suggest tha t the same wave guide is required to be vaUd for both Po and So 

waves. Numerical calculations are continued until a comprehensive match between 

theory and observation is satisfied. AmpUtude envelope, frequency spectrum, and 

apparent velocity are most consistent features of Po and So waves, and these 

features are the criteria for the comparison of theory to observation. There are 

many models pubUshed to represent the structure of oceanic basins. However, to 

conserve CPU time , a more general model, rather than a more detailed one, wiU 

be varied and the results compared to real seismograms of Po and So. The low 

velocity layer below the Moho discontinuity, as suggested by Shurbet (1962), wiU 

be included in some ocean models. 

Group velocity curves wiU be used to decide whether the model structure 

consists of a wave guide to transmit So wave over great distances. Maximum 

ampUtude is reached at the velocity of about 4.5 — 4.7 km,/sec. A stationary phase 

at 4.5 — 4.7 km/sec. wiU be the clue to indicate So waves. The group velocity of 

4 5 _ 4.7 km/ sec. is the velocity at which this wave propagates more efficiently 

over great distances. The stationary phase consists of higher mode curves 
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emerging to a group velocity of about 4.5 — 4.7 km/sec. at high frequencies. This 

description of the stationary phase is supported by information coming out of the 

eigenfunction computations over the proper group velocity and frequency range. 

These eigenfunction computations show that an appreciable amount of energy 

travels along the wave guide, as described. The next step is to compute the 

theoretical seismogram of the So wave for the model which satisfies the stationary 

phase description and the information coming from eigenfunctions. This wiU 

produce a fuU explanation for So waves through both normal mode theory and the 

reflectivity method. 

Once the model which best explain propagation of So is estabUshed, the 

reflectivity method is employed to calculate the theoretical seismogram of Po 

wave. This seismogram satisfies the conditions of observational data in terms of 

apparent velocity, frequency content, and ampUtude envelope. Some modification 

of the model was required at this stage, but modification required was small. 



C H A P T E R II 

REFLECTIVITY METHOD 

The reflectivity method described below can be used to compute the complete 

theoretical seismograms for a point source in a layered half space. The discussion 

of the method starts with the differential equations and boundary conditions. 

Reflection and transmission coefficients of plane waves at layered media are 

t reated by recursive methods. It is foUowed by the synthesis of point source wave 

fields. Displacements of the half space surface are expressed by slowness integrals 

in the frequency and wavenumber or slowness domain. Parts of the integrands are 

the reflectivities of the layers below and above the point source and a function 

which is related to the transmissivity of the layers above the source. Reflectivities 

and transmissivities calculated by the recursive method for each interface are 

numericaUy stable for aU frequencies and slownesses. Near and far field 

seismograms are given for single force and moment tensor point sources, such as 

faults and explosions. Some other aspects, such as earth flattening transformation 

and the inclusion of wave absorption, are added to the discussion. 

The reflectivity method is a wavenumber or slowness integration method. The 

function which is integrated is mainly the reflection coefficient or reflectivity of a 

layered medium. In the layered half space with a free surface and a source at 

arbi trary depth, the integrand of the wave number or slowness integrals can be 

19 
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expressed mainly by the reflectivities of two partitions of the medium (i.e., the 

layers above the source and the layers below the source). 

After a discussion of the differential equations for wave propagation in 

horizontally stratified media and of the boundary conditions, we derive the 

reflection and transmission coefficients for plane waves incident on a plane 

interface or a stack of homogeneous layers separating two homogeneous half 

spaces. The coefficients for an interface are derived analyticaUy and a stack of 

layers is t reated by a recursive algorithm. The displacement potentials for a point 

source in a homogeneous medium are presented by Sommerfeld integrals in the 

wavenumber or slowness domain. Similar integral representations are vaUd for the 

displacement components at points with arbitrary location in the layered medium. 

The upgoing wave field in the layer with the source function is synthesized as the 

sum of the direct wave from the source and aU possible interactions between the 

layer stack above the source and that below the source. The upgoing wave field in 

the source layer is t ransmit ted through the layer stack according to the 

transmissivity of the zone above the source layer. Then the complete wave field in 

the half space at the surface of the medium is obtained. 

The reflectivity method for the computation of theoretical seismograms by 

Fuchs and MiiUer (1971) was extended by Kind (1978) to include some types of 

buried sources, using an analytical development by Harkrider (1964). The original 

version by Fuchs and MiiUer (1971) was extended by Kind and MiiUer (1975) to 
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include a double couple source. Brief discussions of the method can be found in 

Aki and Richards (1980). MiiUer (1969) has presented the basic expressions for 

the stresses and strains of the layered medium, and, more recently, MiiUer (1988) 

has reproduced the reflectivity method in a way that upgoing waves from the 

source layer are also added to the computation of synthetic seismograms. This 

later version of the method by MiiUer (1988) wiU be used in this thesis. The 

material covered about wave equations and reflection and transmission coefficients 

of plane waves at a fiat layer interface can be found in Ewing et al. (1957). 

2.1 Wave equations and boundary conditions 

It is assumed tha t the medium consists of homogeneous layers separated by 

first-order velocity discontinuties. Thus, we approximate the wave propagation 

medium by the homogeneous layers. Inside each layer the equation of motion 

takes a relatively simple form. On the other hand, we have to consider the 

boundary conditions at each interface. 

The equation of motion of a homogeneous, isotropic elastic medium is 

Q2JJ 
p = (A + 2fi)graddivU — jicurlcurlU (2-1) 

where (Arfken, 1985) 

dux duy duz 
U = e^Ux + eyUy + e,u„ divU = ^ + " ^ + ^ (2-2) 



Q Q Q 

graddivU = e^^divU) + ey—-(divU) + e,-—(divU) 
ox oy oz 
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(2.3) 

curlU = det 

'X S y ^z 

A A A 
dx dy dz 

(^x ^1/ ^z 

(2.4) 

This is foUowed by the introduction of displacement potentials from which the 

displacements foUow by spatial differentiation. 

For the first case of reflection and transmission of plane waves, we use 

Cartesian coordinates [x,y,z) placing the interfaces at constant values of z and 

also assume independence of the y coordinate. Then the displacements u^ and "û  

foUow from displacement potentials ^ and I/J as 

u. 
d(f) dtp 

dx dz u. 
d4> dijj 

dz dx 
(2.5) 

For the displacement Uy, no potential is used. Inserting the corresponding 

representation of the displacement vector 

U = gradcf) -f curl{eyilj) + eyUy (2.6) 

into equation (2.1), one obtains wave equations for ^ , if; and Uy as foUows. 

VV 
a 2 dt^' /32 df^ V ^y = 1 ^ 

/?2 dt^ 
(2.7) 
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where y ^ = d'/dx"^ + d'^/dz"^ is the Laplace operator in two dimensions. Wave 

equations in equation (2.7) imply decoupled propagation of P and S waves within 

each layer. 

In the second case below, cyUndrical coordinates {r,ip,z) are most appropriate 

for the reflection and transmission of waves from a point source. We use 

cyUndrical displacement potentials for all displacement components and obtain 

U = grad(f) -f curl cur l[ez'^) + curl[ezk) (2-8) 

dct> d^ IdK 

or oroz r o^ 

„.= l ^ + l ^ i . _ ^ (2.10) 
•̂  r dip r d(fdz dr 

„, = ̂ _ ^ _ i ? i _ l ^ . (2.11) 
dz dr"^ r dr r^ d'p'^ 

By inserting equation (2.8) into equation (2.1), we again find wave equations and 

this t ime for aU cylindrical displacement potentials we have 

The boundary conditions require continuity of the stress and displacement vectors 

across internal interfaces in soUd media. At a free surface the stress vanishes and 

the displacements are unspecified. 
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In Cartesian coordinates, the normal and tangential stress components are 

, du; dux\ duy du, 
""-'^"^1 " ^ ^ " 9 7 ) ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ' ^^^ = >^divU-\-2fi-^. (2.13) 

Inserting the quantities in equation (2.5) here, and using wave equations in (2.7), 

we obtain the first three boundary conditions which require continuity of the 

stresses 

a~ 
d<i> d^ 1 d^i;\ d u 

X 

a zz + 2 / ^ ^ ^ + ^ (2-15) 
a dt^ "̂  V dz^ dxd 

at aU interfaces including a free surface where these quantities vanish. The 

conditions for displacements at internal interfaces additionaUy require continuity 

of the displacements u^ and u^ in equation (2.5) and also the displacement of Uy. 

In the case of cyUndrical coordinates the relevant stresses are 

duz dur] (du^ IduA . . 

cTzz =XdivU^2p,-^. (2.17) 

Inserting equations (2.9)-(2.11) into equations (2.16) and (2.17) and using 

cyUndrical wave equations in (2.12) we find the cyUndrical stress components 
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which are continuous at each internal interface in analogy to equations 

(2.14)-(2.15). 

"^^ ^ V 9rdz "̂  drdz^ /?2 drdt^ ^ r d^dz) ^ '̂"^^^ 
h_d^ 2 d^^ 1 d^^ d^A\ 

'^"-' ~^\r d^dz ^ r d^dz'- r/92 d^df" ~ d^J ^^'^^^ 

X d^ ^ (d^ d^^ I d^-^ \ , , 

and also the cylindrical displacement components Ur, u.^, and u^ in equations 

(2.9)-(2.11) are taken to be continues. 

If the medium contains Uquid layers, such as in the case of wave propagation 

through the ocean or the earth 's core, the displacement vector is irrotational, 

U = grade}), and the boundary conditions are in principle different from those given 

above. However, computational experience shows that liquid layers are modelled 

perfectly by soUd layers whose S velocity is of the order of 0.001 times the P 

velocity. Thus, algorithms for soUd media are sufficient for practical purposes. 

The continuity of the quantities in equations (2.5) and (2.14)-(2.15) at 

interfaces implies that interaction takes place between P waves derived from (}) and 

5 waves derived from ijj. The S waves represented by Uy and polarized 

horizontaUy propagate independently. The S waves derived from -0 are caUed SV 

waves and those derived from Uy, SH waves. Similar conclusions foUow from 

equations (2.9)-(2.11) and (2.18)-(2.20) where * is the potential of the SV waves 
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and A the potential of the SH waves. We note that SV waves contribute also to 

the horizontal transverse component u^ and SH waves to the horizontal radial 

component Uj. according to equations (2.9)-(2.11). However, both contributions 

are near field terms for point sources. In the far field of point sources, SV waves 

are polarized in rz-plane and SH waves perpendicular to rz-plane. 

2.2 Reflection and transmission of plane waves 

We consider the case of one interface separating two homogeneous half spaces 

and determine the reflection and transmission coefficient of this interface for plane 

harmonic waves. These coefficients are essential quantities for the treatment of a 

layered media. We use Cartesian coordinates and the corresponding displacement 

components, equations and boundary conditions given above. The interface is at 

.2 = 0. 

Two cases have to be considered, tha t of an upgoing incident wave (case I) and 

that of a downgoing incident wave (case II). In case I the incident wave travels in 

the lower half space and in case II in the upper half space. We consider case I in 

more detail and Figure 2.1 iUustrates the two cases. 

If the upgoing incident wave is a P wave, the secondary waves produced at the 

interface are of P and SV type. Then we assume the foUowing expressions for the 

displacement potentials in both half spaces. 

4,, = r;;,e^(""-*'+''^) (2.21) 
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Case I 

1 sv/ 

® \^/^^^ 
® / 

sv/ 
5T\ 

® 
® / 

P / 

SV y 

\ * ^ ^ \ 
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/ ^ 
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® 

svi / 
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1 / 
1/ 

\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^yX 

Figure 2.1: Upgoing and downgoing P and SV waves and their secondary reflected 
and refracted components immediately above and below the interface. Case I and 
case II refer to the text. 
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-^i = T^^e^^^i-k'+i'r-) (2.22) 

^2 = ^Ji^^t-kx+hz) ^ j^u^^j{u.t-kx-hz) ^2.23) 

V;o ^i?-^e^("^*-^"-'2-). (2.24) 

The incident P wave has unit potential ampUtude. Then the ampUtudes of the 

secondary waves are identical with the reflection and transmission coefficients for 

potential ampUtudes. These coefficients have a superscript u indicating that they 

correspond to an upgoing incident wave. AU terms in equations (2.21)-(2.24) have 

a plane wave form and satisfy the wave equations in equation (2.7). AU waves 

travel horizontaUy with the same horizontal wavenumber k. The vertical 

wavenumbers /i,2 and l^ 21 ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ vertical slownesses at each side of the 

interface are 

Ot\.2 J ^ VQ l̂.2 / 
1 . / . s i 

';..= (#-^f. V̂  = %=f^-«^1' (2.26) 

and the signs of the vertical wavenumbers in front of them in equations 

(2.21)-(2.24) are negative (positive) for propagation in positive (negative) z 

direction. 

The boundary conditions at 2: = 0 can be formulated with the (j) and V' 

dependent quantities in equations (2.5) and (2.13) and with equations 
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(2.21)-(2.24). The foUowing four equations after appUcation of continuity of 

horizontal and vertical displacement and stress components at z = 0 for the 

reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained in matrix form 

—u 

•a2 —u 

u 

•ai 

hi 

u 

A B — 2fiiuai 2fiiU^ — pi 

—B —2ii2uh2 pi — 2p,iu' -2/Xiiife] 

^PP 

T>U 

^ps 

PP 

ps 

" 

U 

-a2 

A 

B 

(2.27) 

where A = —2ii2ua2 and B = —2/̂ 2^^ + P2- Application of Cramer's rule to this 

Unear system solves the reflection and transmission coefficients for upgoing P 

waves. 

•QU 

lipp 

^ps 

rpu 
PP 

rpu 
•^ ps 

= j)u /jju {(^'"^ - ^1 + P2){CU^ - Pi) + C{CU^ + ^2)^1^} 

= j k r C {{CU^ ^ P2)hl - {CU^ - Pl)b2} 

— 2p2ua2 
^ | c i i^ - pi-{- P2 + cai62} 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

where 

Z}^ = (cii^ - pi-^ P2) u + {cu + P2) aibi + pip2CLib2 

D2 = c^u^aia2hih2 + [cu^ - Pifa2h2 + pip20'2bi 

c = 2{pi(3l - P2(^l)-

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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The case of an upgoing incident SV wave can be treated in the same way 

start ing with the appropriate potentials as foUows. 

J^^ _ rj^U ^j{wt-kx+l[z) 

(̂ 2 = Jl^^^^3{n.t-kx-hz) 

ihr, = QJi'^i-^x+l^^) _(_ Jl^ ^j{wt-kx-l^z) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

The reflection and transmission coefficients foUow from 

—u 

•a2 

A 

•u 

u 

•ai 

B 

hi 

u 

•2/iiuai 2pLiU^ — pi 

B —2/j,2uh2 pi — 2fiiu~ —2p,iubi 

ryu 
^sp 

TfU 

rpu 
sp 

rpu 
SS 

• • 

62 

U 

-B 

C 

(2.39) 

where C = —2p,2ub2. And the reflection and transmission coefficients are 

^ss 

•QU 

^sp 

rpu 
•'- ss 

rpu 
•^ sp 

D)^-Dl-2pip2{a2hi-aib2) 

2ubi 
I>i" + D^ 

- |(cii^ - /?i + P2){cu^ - Pi) + c{cv? + P2)a'ibi] 

_ ^ ^ [[cv? -f P2)ai - [cv? - pi)a2] 

2p2ub; 

W^2 
'— |cti^ - /Oi + /02 + ca2hij 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 
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Details of case II are omitted and only the reflection and transmission 

coefficients are given. 

Rl = ^2 ^1 (2.44) 

K = D'lZd i^'"''' ~^'^ P'^^''''' "̂  ^'^ ^ ''(''''' " Pi)̂ 2fc2} (2.45) 

^--^fei{-'-^^+^^ + -̂ ^̂ } (2.47) 
i?i = ^ ' ~ ^ ' "r,^"7^^ ^^^" (2-48) 

_ Dj-Dj- 2pip2{aib2 - a26i) 

2u6i 
i^ t = -^d^^ {(^^' - /̂ i + /^2)(cu' + P2) + c(c7x2 - /)i)a262} (2.49) 

where 

Di = {cu^ - Pi + P2Yu^ + (cii^ - Pifci2h2 + Pip2a2bi (2.52) 

Z)^ = c^2i^aia26i62 + (cii" + ^02)̂ ^161 + pip2aih2- (2.53) 

The case of a downgoing incident SH wave is much simpler than the P — SV 

case since there is no conversion to P or SV wave at the interface. The 

displacements are 
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= eJi^t-kx-i[z) _^^d^j{wt-kx+i[z) (2.54) 

u,... =t^e'^^t-kx-i^z)^ (2.55) 
''y2 

The reflection and transmission coefficients which are coefficients for displacement 

ampUtudes foUow from the continuity conditions for displacement and stress at 

the interface. 

/Lii6i+//202 /ilOl+M2t>2 

FoUowing the same procedure we have the reflection and transmission coefficients 

for an upgoing SH wave as 

^ / / 2 6 2 - / X 1 & 1 ^ 2/X262 , 

P^lOi ^ fl202 /^lOl+/^202 

The coefficients formulated above depend only on the velocities and densities 

of the two half spaces and on slownesses. They can become complex if one or more 

of the vertical slownesses ai.2 and 61̂ 2 are imaginary. In this case some of the 

secondary waves are inhomogeneous waves which travel horizontaUy and whose 

ampUtudes decay exponentially with increasing vertical distance from the 

interface. The reflection and transmission coefficients summarized above for the 

case of P — SV and SH are the essential bases for the calculation of the 
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theoretical seismograms of layered media with an arbitrary number of interfaces. 

The recursive algorithm of the computation of the reflection and transmission for 

the whole layered half space is considered next. 

2.3 Reflection and transmission at a layer stack 

We consider a stack of n — 1 layers between two homogeneous half spaces. The 

upper half space has index 0, the lower half space the index n. The interface 

z — 2,+i takes place between layers i and i-\-\. The layer parameters are OL^,^i,pi 

and di. We need to study the cases of incident waves travelling downwards in the 

upper half space and of incident waves travelling upwards in the lower half space. 

Let us start with P and SV waves travelling downwards in the upper half 

space. The displacement potentials in layer i are 

(̂ , = e-'^^\A,e-'^'^'-''^ + B,e-^'''(^-^')] (2.58) 

V'. = e-^''"[C,e-^<(--^') + D,e'^^^'-'^\ (2.59) 

The t ime factor e-̂ ""* has been suppressed. The first terms in above equations 

represent all downgoing waves in layer i and the second terms aU upgoing waves. 

We define reflectivities at the top of layer i by the ampUtude ratios of upgoing and 

downgoing waves. 

PPTi = ^ , PST,^^, SPT, = ^ , SST, = ^ . (2.60) 
Ai Al Ui Uj 
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The first letter of each reflectivity denotes the type of the incident wave, the 

second letter denotes the type of the secondary wave and T stands for top. 

Putting in a matrix form we have 

MT,= 
PPT, SPT, 

PST, SST, 

(2.61) 

Similar definitions of the reflectivities for the bottom of layer i can be done as 

foUows. 

PPB, 

PSB, 

SPB, 

SSB, 

Aie-?}ifi 

C,e-^]'i^^ 
D.e'^i'^' 

C^e-^^'i"^' 

= PPT^e^^^''^' 

= P5T,e-'(^+'')^' 

= 5PT,e^'('^+'')'^' 

= SST,e^'^'i'^^ 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

and in the matrix form it becomes 

MB, 
PPB, SPB^ 

PSB^ SSB, 

(2.66) 

We can relate the reflectivity matrices at the top and the bottom of layer i as 

MT — EiMBiEi with the Ei matrix being 



E,= 

35 

(2.67) 

0 e-^''-^' 

The relation between the reflectivity matrices at the bottom of layer i, MB,, 

and at the top of layer i + 1, MTj+i, becomes more compUcated. The reflection 

and transmission coefficients of the interface z = Zj+i are now to be considered. 

Let us abbreviate the potential ampUtudes of downgoing and upgoing waves at the 

A A A 

bottom of layer i by ai,bi,ci, and di. Similarly, let us assume that 0.2,62,62, and 

d2 define the potential amplitudes at the top of layer i -\- 1. Using the refiection 

and transmission coefficients of the corresponding interface we can write the 

foUowing expressions between the potential ampUtudes in each layer. 

a, = T^^a, + Rl^h + Tf^6, + Rid, (2.68) 

0, = Ti,d, + Rl.h + Tic, + R"J, (2.69) 

Si = R'^^a, + T^k + RiA + T:J2 (2.70) 

d, = R^a, + T;M + RiA + TZd2. (2.71) 

The coefficients P" '̂" and T'^'" are the plane wave refiection and transmission 

coefficients of the interface z = z^+i foUowing from equations (2.28)-(2.31), 

(2.40)-(2.43) and (2.44)-(2.51). The left sides of equations (2.68)-(2.71) correspond 

to the four waves travelling away from the interface. These waves can be 

represented by the linear combinations of the ampUtudes of aU four incident waves 
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weighted by the appropriate reflection and transmission coefficients. Let us 

combine these coefficients into local matrices of interface reflection and 

transmission coefficients. 

^i+i -

Tid.u 
^PP 

jyd.u 
^sp 

"pd.u T>d,u 
^ps ^ss 

rpd,U 
-̂ z + 1 — 

rpd,u 
PP 

rpd,U 
sp 

rpd, 
ps 
d.u rpd.u 

ss 

(2.72) 

We can modify equations (2.68)-(2.71) using the matrices in equation (2.72) and it 

gives 

^2 

A 

C2 

rpd 
CLi 

A 

Cl 

+ ^r+i 
62 

d2 

(2.73) 

61 

Jl _ 
ryd 

- ^i+1 

CLi 

Cl 

^ •'•l+l 

A 

62 

c/2 

(2.74) 

A A A A 

The ampUtudes bi,di,h2, and d2 of the upgoing waves can also be expressed 

with the aid of the reflectivities at the bot tom of layer i and at the top of layer 

1 + 1. 

bi = aiPPB,+ciSPB, 

di =aiPSBi-^ciSSB^ 
> 

62 = a2PPT.+i + C2SPT,+i 

d2 = a2PSTi+i + C2SSTi^ -1 
) 

61 

A 

di _ 

> 

— MB, 

62 

^ 2 . 

A 

ttl 

Cl 

= MT,+i 

A 

^2 

A 

C2 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 
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Insertion of equation (2.73) into equation (2.76) yields 

62 

d2 

= MT l+l 
rpd 
-'l + l 

\ 

ttl 

A 

Cl 

+ p^l+l 

62 

d2 _ 

\ 

/ 

(2.77) 

And it foUows that 

62 

4 
7 - MT,+iPr+il" ^ ^ ^ ^ ' + 1 

ai 

Cl 

(2.78) 

where I is 2x2 identity matrix. Further manipulation of equations (2.77) and 

(2.78) gives 

M R 
CLi 

Cl 

- ^i+l 

CLi 

Cl 

^ •'l+l 

62 

4 _ 
(2.79) 

Inserting equation (2.78) into equation (2.79) we find the desired relation between 

MB, and MT,+i. 

1 - 1 

MB, = RUi + ^"+1 I - ^^e+i^r+i MT.+iTt.,, (2.80) 

Equations (2.67) and (2.80) together relate the reflectivity matrices at the top of 

layers i -\- I and i. 

The final objective is to calculate the overall reflectivity matrix 



RR^ = RKP RK 

RK RRis 
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MBo (2.81) 

at the bot tom of the upper half space. The elements of this matrix are the desired 

reflection coefficients or reflectivities of the medium for the potential ampUtudes 

and equations (2.67) and (2.80) are appUed recursively starting with the layer 

i = n — 1 and MTn = 0. Here, MTn = 0 means that there is no energy supply 

from inflnity in the lower half space in terms of both P and SV waves. The 

potential ampUtudes Bn and D„ of the upgoing waves in the lower half space are 

equal to zero. The reflectivity matrix at the bot tom of layer n — 1 is the matrix of 

reflection coefficients of the interface z = Zn, MBn-i = R^. Equations (2.67) and 

(2.80) are appUed successively until z = 0 is reached and thus, MBQ in equation 

(2.81) is obtained. Since the reflectivity matrix represents multiples and 

conversions produced at the interfaces, it becomes increasingly more compUcated 

until the upper half space is entered. 

As mentioned earUer, the reflectivity method is unconditionally stable for aU 

frequencies and slownesses. Methods based on HaskeU's (1953) propagation 

matrices sometimes suffer from roundoff error and also frequently run into 

overflow problems in the calculation of exponential functions for high frequencies 

and slownesses. In the reflectivity method, exponential functions appear only in 

equation (2.67) and the sign of their arguments guaranties that they are always 

bounded. 
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The transmissivities for waves traveUing downwards in the layered medium can 

be derived in a similar way that we use for the reflectivities. We define 

transmissivities starting at the top of layer i by comparing the potential 

ampUtudes of the downgoing waves there and in the upper half space. 

A, C, 
PPT, = -A, PST, = - i , SPT, 

Ao Ao 

A C, 
, SSTi •• 

^0 ^ 0 
(2.82) 

Let us put them in a local transmissivity matrix form. 

MT, = 
PPT, SPT, 

PST, SST, 

= MBo. (2.83) 

At the bottom of layer i we similarly have 

PPB, 

SPB, = 

A, _ 

A-.' 

SSB, = 

c. 
— e Ao 
A, . 
— e Co c, . 
— e Co 

-il':d^ 

-jUdi 

-ll'.di 

jlidi _ pprp ,^-jlidi 

5PT,e--^'''^' 

TSB, = —e-'^"^' = PST^e-'^'"^' 

SST,e-'^i^' 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

(2.87) 

from which we can define the foUowing matrix definition 

MBi = 
PPB, SPB, 

PSB, SSB, 

EMT, (2.88) 
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with the matrix E, from equation (2.67). 

We need to relate the matrix MB, to matrix MT,+i. This foUows from the 

consideration of the interface z = z,j.-i similar to that we have done above. Then '̂ +1 

di 

A 

Cl 

= MB, 

" 

Ao 

_Co _ 
9 

• 

0,2 

C2 

= MT,+, 
Ao 

Co 

(2.89) 

On the other hand from equations (2.73) and (2.76) we have 

^2 

C2 

= Z l+l 

di 

Cl 

-\-R^,,MT,+i 
02 

C2 

I-R^.,MT,+i 
-I rpd 

•'l + l 

a i 

Cl 

(2.90) 

Here, inserting equation (2.89) we find 

MT,+i= I-R'^^.MT,^! 
-1 

Tf^.MB, (2.91) 

The recursion based on equations (2.88) and (2.91) is fulfiUed with the start of 

i = 0 and MBQ = I. The desired overaU transmissivity matrix becomes 

rprpd 

rprpd rprpd 
•'••'- PP sp 

TT^s TTi 

= MTn (2.92) 

and has as its elements the transmission coefficients or transmissivities for 

potential ampUtudes of the layered medium. If the matrix multipUcation in 
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equation (2.91) is performed from left to right, the calculation of the 

transmissivity matr ix TT^ can directly be combined with the calculation of the 

refiectivity matr ix RR^. This way makes the calculation shorter in terms of 

computat ion time and uses less memory. We can use the following form 

T r ^ = P , _ i P , _ 2 . . . P o (2.93) 

F,= 
- 1 

I-R^^,MT,+, T,+iE,, Eo = I, MTn = 0. (2.94) 

The case of SH waves is much simpler compared to the case of P — SV waves. 

Similar procedures as we have considered for the P — SV waves above apply here 

and the details have been omitted. We give only the results for the scalar 

reflectivity SRR^ and the scalar transmissivity STT^. They represent the 

displacement ampUtude ratio of the secondary waves such as reflected or 

t ransmit ted and the downgoing incident SH wave. As similar to the P — SV case, 

SRR^ corresponds to the interface z = z-^ between the upper half space and the 

first layer, and STT^ to the lowermost interface z = Zn- The recursion leading to 

the reflectivity of downgoing SH waves is 

SRR' = SMBo (2.95) 

SMB = r' + ti+iir+iSMT,+i 

SMT, = SMB,e-^'^'''^% i = n - l,n - 2,... ,0. (2.97) 
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And the recursion for the transmissivity becomes 

n - l 

STT' - n SFi (2.98) 
2=0 

id p-jl\di 

SF, = —Ai±l^ . (2 99) 

In equation (2.96) we use SMTn — 0, and the factor 5Po in equation (2.98) is 

obtained by setting do = 0. The interface reflection and transmission coefficients 

r* '̂" and t^'^ come from equations (2.56) and (2.57). When we compare the 

recursion structures for both cases of P — SV and SH waves, we see the great 

simUarity. 

Let us now consider the wave incidence from below in the lower half space. 

Mathematical derivations of the refiectivity and transmissivity matrices start with 

the case of first P — SV waves. We consider the same layered medium, but now 

the incident waves travel upwards in the lower half space. In this case the overaU 

reflectivity matr ix P P " expresses the potential ampUtude ratios of downgoing 

reflected and upgoing incident waves for a level at the top of the lower half space. 

The overaU transmissivity matrix T T " relates the potential amplitudes of upgoing 

t ransmit ted waves at the bot tom of the upper half space and the amplitudes of 

the upgoing incident waves at the top of the lower half space. We have the similar 

expressions holding for the scalar SH reflectivity SRR^ and transmissivity STT^. 

This t ime superscript u stands for the upgoing waves. 
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The recursion leading to RR^ is as foUows. 

NBo = ^ 

NT,^, = Pr+i + Tf^i I - NB,Rl, 
-I 

NB,T^^, 

NB,^, 

RR"" = 

Ei+iNTi+iE,+i, i = 0,1,... ,n - 1 

T) JDu D D u 

T) JDU D D u 

= NTr,. 

(2.100) 

(2.101) 

(2.102) 

(2.103) 

The local reflectivity matrices NTi and NB, represent the top and the bottom of 

layer i, respectively. They are different from the matrices MT, and MB, in 

previous part because they relate downgoing reflected and upgoing incident waves 

whereas MTi and MBi relate upgoing reflected and downgoing incident waves. 

The overaU transmissivity matrix TT^ is 

rprpu 

rprpu rprpu 
-' •'pp -^ sp 

rprpu rprpu 
•^ -' ps SS 

GQGI . . . C n - l 

G, = E, I-RUNB, T^.,, GO = T,^ 
- 1 

(2.104) 

(2.105) 

The matrix multipUcation in equation (2.104) is performed from left to right in 

order to directly combine the calculation with the calculation of P P " . 

The results for SH waves are similar and the scalar reflectivity and 

tranmissivity values are 



SNBo = 0 

SNT,+, = r\, + ^'^+^^'Ui^^B, 
^ '^'^ l-rf^,SNB, 

SNB,+^ = 5A^T,,ie-2^Vi'''+S 

5 P P " = SNTr, 
n-l 

STT"" = n SG, 

0,1, . , 72 — 1 

SG, — '+ 

i=0 

^ t + 1 ^ 
i-jl\di) 

l-rf^,SNB,' 
b Go — tl • 
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(2.106) 

(2.107) 

(2.108) 

(2.109) 

(2.110) 

(2.111) 

2.4 Waves from point sources in layered medium 

Elementary solutions of the wave equations (2.12) for the P — SV 

displacement potentials in layer i of the layered media are the foUowing. 

(j^i = < 

* . 

coslip 

sinlip 

coslif 

sinlip 

> Ji(kr) \A,e-'^'^'-'''> + B,e'^'^'-''^ 

> Ji(kr) 
jk 

C,e-^^'i^'-''^ + D,e^^i^'-''^ 

(2.112) 

(2.113) 

where Ji{kr) is the Bessel function of integer order / = 0,1. The time factor e-̂ ""* 

has been again suppressed. 

Displacement potentials in equations (2.112) and (2.113) correspond to the 

cylindrical coordinates. Reflection and transmission coefficients which wiU be 

derived from the continuity conditions at the interface based on equations 

(2.9)-(2.11) and (2.18)-(2.20) agree exactly with the reflection and transmission 
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coefficients derived from the corresponding Cartesian potentials. Therefore, we can 

use the reflection and transmission coefficients in Cartesian coordinates to solve 

the problem of displacements at the free surface of the half space. In the foUowing 

parts we synthesize the point source displacement potentials in cylindrical 

coordinates. Whenever the reflectivities and transmissivities are mentioned, they 

correspond to the appropriate expressions deflned in Cartesian coordinates. For 

example, the ampUtudes of the upgoing wave field at the uppermost interface 

z = z\ follow from the ampUtudes of the downgoing wave field at the same 

interface with the aid of the reflectivity matrix RR^ in equation (2.81). 

Bo 

Do 

= RR 
Ao 

Co 

(2.114) 

In a similar way, we can use the transmissivity matrix TT^ in equation (2.104) to 

represent the ampUtudes of the upgoing wave field at the uppermost interface 

z = zi'ii the ampUtudes of the upgoing wave field at the top of lower half space 

are given. 

Bo 

Do 

rprpu 
Bn 

Dn 

(2.115) 

The elementary SH potential in layer i is 
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COslifi 

A. = < } Ji{kr) 
sinl(^ 

E,e-'''^'-'^^ -{- F,e'^'^'-''^ (2.116) 

The SH ampUtude Po at the bot tom of the upper half space can be represented 

by the ampUtudes Eo and Fn using the scalar reflectivity SRR"^ in equation (2.95) 

and transmissivity STT"" in equation (2.110). 

Fo = SRR'^Eo, Fo = STT''Fn. (2.117) 

Up to this point we have considered the whole layered media and derived the 

reflectivities and transmissivities corresponding to the boundaries defined by the 

bot tom of the upper half space and the top of the lower half space. However, we 

now have to add a point force source located inside one of the layers. Then we 

must consider the partition of the layered half space, layers above the source layer 

and those below the source layer. Each partition now corresponds to a new half 

space, one above the source and the other below the source. 

Let us start with a single force point source at depth Zg in layer m of the 

layered half space. Figure 2.2 illustrates the model structure along with the 

reflectivity P"*" and transmissivity T^ above the source layer and also the 

reflectivity R~ related to the zone below the source layer. The single force F is 

harmonic in t ime and may have frequency dependent components P i , F2, and P3. 

These components refer to a Cartesian coordinate system. We assume that the 
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T+ 

R+ 

R-

' 

0 

1 

2 

m — 1 

m ^ 

m + 1 

i 

n 

Receivers(2=0) 
X X X X X X r 

Point source 

cti A pi di (Layer parameters) 

Z 

^Zi 

22 

Zi 

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the layered medium with n — 1 homogeneous layers be
tween two homogeneous half spaces. Partition of the medium by R^, T"̂  and R~ 
above and below the source layer is indicated on the left. 
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a;-axis pointing north, the y-a.xis pointing east, and the z-axis pointing down. 

Also, we assume an observer with cyUndrical coordinates {r,ip,z). CyUndrical 

displacement potentials of the single force have the following slowness integral 

representations in an infinite medium with material properties of layer m. 

/•CXD 

4:7rpm(l)s{r,<f,z) = Si sign(2 - Zs)uJo{uwr)e~^'"'''^^^~^'Uu 
«/0 

+£2 / -: Ji{uwr)e-''"''"^\'-''^du (2.118) 
Jo jam 

^'Kpm^s{T, if, z) = ei -r—-Jo[uwr)e-''"^^^'-'^\du 
Jo jwbm 

+eo / ^ "-^Ji(uwr)e-''"^"^^'-'^^du (2.119) 
Jo w 

AirpmAsir, ip, z) = -71 r -—-—J^[uwr)e-'''^-^^'-'^Uu (2.120) 

where <ẑ  and 6^ are vertical wave numbers in layer m. Si, €2 and 77 are 

transformations of P i , P2? and P3 from Cartesian coordinates to cyUndrical 

coordinates. 

£1 = P3, £2 =-^1 cos 9? + P2 sin (̂  (2.121) 

77 = — Pi sin9?-|-P2 cos ( .̂ (2.122) 

We consider the two partitions in the source layer, (z > Zs) and [z < Zs). The 

source displacement potential ampUtudes are different for each partition. For the 

part i t ion {z > Zs) the wave field in the source layer is upgoing and for the other 
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part, (2 < Zs), the wave field becomes downgoing. For downgoing waves of the 

source layer we have 

ATrpm4>i{r,if,z) = r {eiAs,Jo{uwr) + e2As,Ji{uwr)) e-'^'^-^^'-'-^Uu (2.123) 

A7rpm^^^{r,^,z) = r — {eiCsJo{uwr)^e2C,,Ji{uwr))e-''"'-^'-'-^du (2.124) 
Jo JUW 

47r/?^Af(7',£^,z)- / r]EMuwr)e-''^^"^^'-'"^Uu (2.125) 
Jo 

where 

u' 
As, = ue^, As^ = -—Ca (2.126) 

J dm 
'2 - 1 

Cs, = ]—e/3, C«2 =jue0, Es = . 60 (2.127) 

e^ — QJli^am{zs-Zm) ^ g^ _ gi">-fcm(2.-^m)_ ( 2 . 1 2 8 ) 

We have the similar expressions for upgoing waves. 

47r/>^C(r,^,2) = r {siBsM^wr) ^ e2Bs,Ji(uwr))e''"^-^'-'-Uu (2.129) 
V 0 

4.Tpm^:{r,if,z)= r -^-{eiDs,Joiuwr)^e2Ds,Ji{uwr))e^-'-^--^-^du (2.130) 
'̂  * Jo JUW 

^irpmA:(r,^.z)= rjFsJi{uwr)e''''-^^-^-^du (2.131) 
</ 0 

where 



u Bs, = -ue^\ Bs, = -—e^^ 
J dm 

U 
Ds, = 7—e^S Ds^ = -jueJ, P , = 

- 1 

'771 ^ijhm 
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(2.132) 

(2.133) 

The interaction of the source wave field with the layer stacks above and below 

the source layer can also be represented by such slowness integrals. Thus, we need 

to find the displacement potential ampUtudes at the free surface (2 = 0) at which 

the seismograms are calculated. This can be done by use of relations similar to 

equations (2.114) and (2.115). This way source ampUtudes As,Bs,..., Eg are 

modified for the ampUtudes at the free surface after the source wave field is 

interacted with the layers outside the source layer. 

Let us combine the P — SV source ampUtudes into source ampUtude vectors 

for later use. 

^1,2 ~ 

A 
^ « l , 2 

Csi,2 

QU 
^ ^ 1 , 2 

. ^^^.^ . 

(2.134) 

and also for SH waves 

S' = Es, 5 " - P . (2.135) 

Synthesis of the wave field at z = 0 starts with the determination of the 

complete upgoing wave field in layer m. This field is the sum of the direct upgoing 
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waves from equations (2.129)-(2.131) and all possible reflections and multiple 

reflections at the layer stacks above and below the level z = z^ in layer m. Each 

of these contributions and also their sum can be written in a form similar to 

equations (2.129)-(2.131). 

/•oo 

47rp^0"(r,c^.z)= / {eiBiJoiuwr) + eoB2Ji{uwr))e'''''"^^'-'"'^du (2.136) 

47r/o^^"(r,v?,z)= / (siDiJoiuwr)-\-e2D2Ji{uwr)) e'^'^^^'-'^Uu (2.137) 
Jo JUW 

47r/)„A"(r,(^,z)= r rjVJi{uwr)e''"^"'^'-'-'Uu. (2.138) 

The P — SV ampUtude vectors are 

Vi, 
Bl.2 

Di,2 

(2.139) 

and the scalar SH ampUtude is V. We need to determine these ampUtudes 

expUcitly. We deflne P - SV reflectivity matrices R~ for the part z > z^ of the 

medium and R^ for the part z < Zm- SimUarly for SH waves we deflne the scalar 

reflectivities RR~ for z > Zm and RR^ for z < Zm- These reflectivities are 

iUustrated in Figure 2.2. 

In the P — SV case, the ampUtude vectors V'1̂ 2 are 

y^^ ^(^I^R-R+ Jr R-R^R-R^ + . . . ) [SI2 + R-SI2) 



T̂ i.2 = I - R-R - D+ 
- 1 

ySi2 + R Si 2) 
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(2.140) 

Components of 1̂ 1.2 specify the complete upgoing P — SV wave field in layer m 

when inserted into equations (2.136) and (2.137). The corresponding SH potential 

is the expression for A" in equation (2.138) with 

V = {1- RR-RR+) ' ( 5 " + RR-S"^) . (2.141) 

The next step is to determine the displacement potentials ^° , ^ ° , and A° in 

the upper half space from the potentials in equations (2.136)-(2.138) and from 

these the displacement components Ur,Uz, and u^ follow by spatial differention at 

z = 0. The P — SV amplitude vector V^2 ^^ ^^^ upper half space is determined by 

multipUcation of F1.2 in layer m from the left with the transmissivity matrix T"*" of 

the layers between z — Zm and z = Zi. 

1/0 
Dl.2 

-^1,2 

- T^+ T^V. (2.142) 

Then the potentials (̂ ° and *° for z < 0 are 

^'KPm^\r,^,z) = r {eiBpo{uwr) + e2Bpi(uwr)) e'^^^'^du 
JO 

JUW 

(2.143) 

47r/7m*°(^,^,^) = y — ; [eiD^oiuwr) + e2Dpi{uwr)) e'^^^^'du. (2.144) 
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The SH potential becomes 

47r/9^A°(r,(^,z)= / r^TT^^V Ji{uwr)e'''^''du 
Jo 

(2.145) 

with V from equation (2.141) and with the scalar transmissivity TT^ defined in 

the same way as T^. 

The displacement components foUow from inserting equations (2.143)-(2.145) 

into equations (2.9)-(2.11). The results are separated into two groups as far field 

terms and near field terms according to their dependence on the term 1/r, r being 

epicentral distance. We use the foUowing definitions to write the displacements in 

a compact form. 

u 

ao 

bo 

—u 

, z = 

" • 

u 

_6o_ 

Ki = 
Ji{uwr) 0 

0 jJo{uwr) 

K2 

Jo{uwr) 0 

0 jJi(uwr) 

(2.146) 

(2.147) 

The far field displacements at level z = 0 are 

47r/9m 
u 

ff 

u ff 

2 nc 

= wY,£, 
r=l -^0 

K,ZT^V,du 

/•oo 

4:7rpmu{^^ =-'^'n J Jo{uwr)uTT'^Vdu 

(2.148) 

(2.149) 
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where V, and V come from equations (2.140) and (2.141), respectively. And the 

near field displacements are 

4:7rpm 

u^f = 

w;̂ ^ 

0. 

:^ 

-

-S2 

V 

/ —Ji{uwr) lz'^T+V2 + uTT+v] du 
Jo ur ^ I 

(2.150) 

(2.151) 

The total displacement vector corresponds to the sum of far field and near field 

vectors. 

Equations (2.148)-(2.150) are the displacements due to the harmonic single 

force F = (P i ,P2 ,P3) • e^^^ suplemented by the term e^'^K Source function 

components Fi(^t) defined in time domain are Fourier transformed into frequency 

domain as F,{w) and plugged into equations (2.148)-(2.150). Thus, we obtain time 

domain displacement seismograms by inverse Fourier transformation of equations 

(2.148)-(2.150). 

Equations (2.148)-(2.150) represent the complete displacement field of the 

medium including body and surface waves in spite of their derivation in terms of 

body wave notions such as reflection, transmission, upward and downward 

propagation and decomposition into multiple waves. 

The displacements in equations (2.148)-(2.150) were derived for the case that 

the layered medium has a homogeneous upper half space with nonzero ao,/?05 and 
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Po- However, we can approximate the reaUstic seismograms by Umiting the values 

of velocities ao, /3o and density po to zero at the bottom of the upper half space. 

We have these parameters in the matrix Z, in the vector z and in the 

transmissivities r + and TT^. Then 

T+ rpu/^ n — r^ n r^ 
1 — i ^ L r , (jr — L r i ( j r 2 . . . L r ^ _ l 

11 — t^bG, oG — bGlbG2 • • • b Gm. — 1 

(2.152) 

(2.153) 

where T" is the matrix for P — SV transmission coefficients of upgoing waves 

incident at the interface z = Zi = 0 and similarly t^ corresponds to the scalar 

transm.ission coefficient of SH waves. In equations (2.152) and (2.153) the 

parameters ao,/3o, and po appear only in the parts T" and t^. 

Let us introduce the following quantities in the case of P — SV waves. 

T .^T rpu 2H = ZT^, 2h' =z'Tl (2.154) 

In the multipUcations ZT" and z'^T^ above we factor out the terms of kind ao6o 

since ao -^ ^^ and bo -^ oo. This procedure gives 

H =TT-(l-2A'^')'+4AV<^i6i 

2pluaibi (1 - 2l3lu'^)bi 

( l - 2 A V ) a i -2/3luaibi 

(2.155) 

h^ = Hu Hi2 1^1 = 2. (2.156) 
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And we can substitute the following definitions in equations (2.148)-(2.150). 

ZT+ = 2HG, z^T+ = 2h^G, TT+ = 2SG. (2.157) 

The above treatment of the displacements at z = 0 is a simulation of the condition 

that stresses vanish at the free surface. Equations (2.148)-(2.150), along with the 

definitions in equation (2.157), are the final results for the exact free surface 

response of the layered half space to excitation by a single point force. 

Let us now extend the discussion of displacements at the free surface when 

excited by a generaUzed point source, which is represented by the symmetric 

moment tensor 

M = 

Mil Mi2 Mi3 

M l 2 M22 M23 

M i 3 M23 M33 

(2.158) 

This moment tensor has a superposition of three single couples without moment 

along the x — ,y—, and z—axes of the Cartesian coordinate system mentioned 

earUer and three double couples in the xy—,xz—, and T/Z—planes. They may be 

frequency dependent. The moment tensor above represents point sources such as 

explosion and a double couple of arbitrary orientation as special cases. 
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Let us assume an explosion in layer m with the displacement potential function 

F{t). Then this explosion is represented by 

Mil = M22 = M33 = -ATrpmal^F{w) (2.159) 

where F{w) is the Fourier transform of time dependent function F{t). In this 

representation of an explosion, we also have Mi2 = 0, M13 = 0, and M23 = 0. For a 

double couple of arbitrary orientation, Aki and Richards (1980) give the foUowing 

representation of the moment tensor components with the moment function M{t). 

Mil 

M12 

Mi3 

M22 

— M{w) (sin 8 cos ( sin 27? + sin 26 sin ( sin^ i? 

M{w) (sin 8 cos ( cos 27? -f | sin 28 sin ^ sin 27?) = M21 

—M(7i;) (cos 8 cos ^ cos 7? + cos 28 sin ^ sin 7?) = M31 

M{w) (sin 8 cos ^ sin 27? — sin 28 sin ( cos^ 7?) 

M23 = —M{w) (cos 8 cos ^ sin 7? - cos 28 sin ( cos 7?) = M32 

(2.160) 

M33 = M{w) sin 28 sin ( 

where M(it;) is the Fourier transform of M{t). And also the parameters T?,^, and 8 

define strike, rake and dip of the fault plane, respectively. 

The treatment of the displacements at the top of the layered media due to a 

moment tensor in equation (2.158) is exactly the same as we have done in the case 

of the single force. The foUowing displacement expressions give the results for the 

far field terms at z = 0. 
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2'Kpm 
U ff 

u ff 
w 

3 . c 

,=1 -̂ 0 
j,ZT^Vidu 

2Tpmu{/ = w^ (ji r Ji{uwr)uTT+SVidu - 72 H Jo(uwr)uTT+SV2du 

''{s^ + R-s^) I-R-R 

SV, = (1 - RR-RR+) ' (55^" + RR-ss^) 

(2.161) 

(2.162) 

(2.163) 

(2.164) 

The foUowing expressions are to be plugged into equations of the far and near field 

displacements, accordingly. 

Ki = \ ( M I I COS^ (p + M22 sin^ (p + M12 sin 2t^) 

K2 = IM33, K,3 = Mi3 cos ip + M23 sin (p 

K4 = I (M22 - Mi l ) COS 2(p - M12 sin 2ip 

ji = ^ {Mil - M22) sin 2ip - M12 cos 2ip 

72 = Mi3 sin (p — M23 cos ip 

jl = 32 = Ki, J3 = K2 

where if is the station azimuth and the matrices iiri.2 are defined in equation 

(2.147). The source amplitudes with CQ, and e^ from equation (2.128) are 

(2.165) 

S^ = 
am " 

• 2 - 1 

Sn = 

5 * 2 

•n'ez^ 

juamC^'^ 

' 2 —I 

(2.166) 

- 2 \ u ^ - 1 (2«^ - ^^^) j f -e , -

(2.167) 
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JU^ 
' Q 

^1 = So = 

-ju-eg 

JUOffi 6 Q 

ju'es 

(2.168) 

u e a 
S3 = 

SS-

SS. = 

ju , 
•J — 1 u 

2/3 

Alg-i 

1 
2 
m 

(2.169) 

(2.170) 

(2.171) 

The near field displacements are 

2"/5m 
u 

nf 

U nf 

= W 
Jo 

DC /C4 

-71 

— (jo - —] (z^T+Vi - 2uTT^SVi] du 
ur \ uwr J ^ ' 

-w 
/•oo 

Jo 

«3 

•72 

/•OC ^ 

2'KpmU'l^ = JWK,4 / V T^Vidu 
Jo ur 

— (z^T+Vs - UTT+SV2] du (2.172) 
11.7' V I 

(2.173) 

In these displacement expressions, the Bessel functions Jo and Ji have been 

written without their argument uwr, and the column vector v has the components 

ao and —u. AU other quantities are the same as in the corresponding displacement 

expressions for a single force. Simulation of the zero stresses at the free surface 

foUows the same Unes as in the case of a single force except that we substitute 

v^T^ = 2k^G for displacements, where k^ is formed by the second row of matrix 
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H in equation (2.155). And also total displacement field is the sum of far and near 

field displacement components. 

2.5 Ear th flattening transformation and dissipative media 

We can use an earth flattening transformation to compute the displacements of 

a spherical earth model (MiiUer, 1977 and 1988). The transformed model is an 

almost equivalent flat structure of the corresponding spherical earth. The 

foUowing is a compilation of its main features. 

The depth and velocity transformation is 

z = Rln-, Vf{z) = -Vs[r) (2.174) 
r r 

where Vs{r) is the P or 5 velocity in the spherical earth at the radial distance r 

from the centre, R the earth 's radius, z the depth in the flat earth and 7;/(z) the 

transformed velocity. The density transformation yields 

Pf (z) = ^Ps{r). (2-175) 
R 

These transformations are appUed prior to the calculation of theoretical 

seismograms. The seismograms obtained after flattening transformation stiU needs 

to be multipUed by the factor 



\ro/ VsinA. 
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(2.176) 

where ro is the radial distance of the source from the earth's centre, A the 

epicentral distance, q = I for a single force and q = 2 for a moment tensor source. 

Dissipative media is t reated through the use of complex wave velocities in 

which the imaginary part of the complex velocity is responsible for absorption 

since it leads to the exponential decay of the wave ampUtudes with increasing 

propagation distance x (MiiUer, 1983 and 1988). In the constant quaUty factor Q 

case we have 

1 w j 
Vc{w) = 7; 1 + —^In— + — 

' TQ Wr 2Q 
(2.177) 

and in the case of frequency dependent Q 

7;̂  = T; <̂  1 + 
Q{wr) Q{uj) 

777 J 
cot -——j- 2g(7i;) 

(2.178) 

where 7; is a real velocity and 7 is between - 1 and + 1 . Wr is taken to be reference 

frequency for which the real part of the complex velocity c{w) = ReVc{w) satisfies 

tha t c(wr) = "̂ 5 i-^-? ^^^ phase velocity of body wave propagation. 

The following form of the complex wave velocities is also used in the 

computat ion of theoretical seismograms with frequency independent Q. 
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.. = M 1 + 4 ) . (2.179) 

In this thesis, complex velocity expression in equation (2.179) corresponding to the 

case of frequency independent Q wiU be used. In each layer of the model half 

space we wiU assume constant values of Q for P and S waves. 



C H A P T E R III 

NORMAL MODE THEORY 

The determination of the dispersion function of seismic surface waves in 

layered elastic media has been an essential part of solving the wave propagation 

problem in tha t media. The computer coded applications of the dispersion 

function have been commonly used to analyze the wave propagation for its normal 

mode components in the layered half space. The group velocity dispersion curves 

represent the normal mode distribution of energy propagation with respect to 

phase velocity and frequency at the free surface. These group velocity curves 

correspond to the window of phase velocity and frequency for which the surface 

waves travel most efficiently to great distances. AU upgoing and downgoing waves 

in each layer constructively interfere in a way determined by the model structure 

and boundary conditions imposed on displacements and stresses at each 

discontinuity of the layered media. 

In addition to the dispersion function computations, the displacement and 

stress expressions in each layer together with the bondary conditions can also be 

used to compute the partical displacement and stress profiles in depth. The 

investigation of particle displacement provides important additional information 

about surface waves beyond that provided by the dispersion curves. Recently, the 

energy propagation at higher modes of surface waves is of particular interest to 

researchers, whereas before they have been disregarded partly because of the 

63 
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computat ional disabiUty at high frequencies. However, the displacement and stress 

computat ions at depth have been proven to be very useful in understanding the 

wave propagation especialUy through a low velocity zone (LVZ) at depth. For 

instance, dispersive surface waves corresponding to the higher mode part of the 

dispersion function at high frequencies are mostly t rapped within this LVZ, with 

virtuaUy no energy loss to outside the zone (Panza et al., 1972). The fundamental 

mode, and perhaps the first and second higher mode surface waves, are most 

frequently observed seismic waves. Their respective depth displacement profiles 

draw an exponential envelope rapidly decreasing with increasing depth and 

frequency (Sykes and OUver, 1964). In the literature this sort of computation is 

caUed an eigenfunction problem and the dispersion function computation 

eigenvalue problem. 

3.1 Computational background 

The theoretical formulation of the dispersion function in terms of matrices, 

which has been known as propagator matrices in the layered half space, was first 

developed by HaskeU (1953). The dispersive seismic surface waves are called 

Rayleigh and Love waves. The matrix formalism results in a 4x4 matrix whose 

only arguments are phase velocity, period, thickness, compressional and shear 

velocities, and density of the various layers in the half space for Rayleigh waves. In 

the case of Love waves the theoretical equations give us a 2x2 matrix whose only 

arguments are phase velocity, period, thickness, shear velocity, and density. A 
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solution for the dispersion function exists only if the determinant of the 

corresponding final propagator matr ix vanishes. 

In the t rea tment of Rayleigh waves, if there are n layers, including the last 

which is assumed to be semi-infinite, there are 47i — 2 boundary conditions to be 

satisfied (i.e., continuity of two displacement components and two stress 

components at each interface, and vanishing of two stress components at the free 

surface). In the case of Love waves, there are only two boundary conditions to be 

satisfied at each interface, including the stress free condition of the free surface. 

To these boundary conditions we also need to add that within the bot tom layer 

total upgoing wave field equals zero. This condition translates to there being no 

energy supply traveUing upwards from infinity in the semi-infinite last layer; it is 

caUed a Sommerfeld radiation condition. 

The model structure is similar to Figure 2.2 (page 30), except there we do not 

include the effect of a buried source. Solution to a wave propagation problem 

without the source function is called a free vibration problem in the layered media 

(Harvey, 1981). We can assume that wavefronts at distances far from the source 

region eventually become plane waves due to the effect of geometrical spreading of 

initiaUy curved wavefronts diverging from the source region (Ewing et al., 1957). 

The wave equations from which we derive the displacement and stress expressions 

in each layer are homogeneous. If there is a source function in some layer, then the 

effect of this source function appears as a particular solution added to the 
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homogeneous solutions of the wave equations in that layer. Total wave field at 

some arbitrary point of the half space is obtained by the double integration of the 

displacement components over frequency and wavenumber window similar to the 

procedure considered in the previous chapter. 

In normal mode theory, we assume that plane waves exist in each layer and 

that a window for phase velocity and frequency is associated with these plane 

waves. Therefore, corresponding solutions are obtained in the wavenumber 

(reciprocal of phase velocity) and frequency domain. The phase velocity window 

corresponds to the range of shear velocities in the model (i.e., between maximum 

and minimum of shear velocities). The frequency can change from 0 Hz to some 

greater value as long as the computer 's dynamic floating range does not cause 

overflow. Mostly, this overflow problem at high frequencies can be aUeviated using 

normaUzation throughout the computer code without altering the results. 

Sometimes even normaUzation is not a solution to computer overflow at high 

frequencies if waves are inhomogeneous in a thick layer, in as much as 

computations involve exponentials of extremely large numbers beyond computer's 

active range. Reducing the thickness of these thick layers by merely introducing 

several thin pseudo layers with the same layer parameters solves the overflow 

problem at the cost of increasing CPU ti because more boundary conditions have 

to be added and evaluated numerically at these pseudo interfaces. The overflow 

problem is not only the problem in normal mode computations. Severe loss of 
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precision occurs if one does not carefuUy take care of numerical instabiUties of the 

theoretical formulation before at tempting to develop the source code of the 

dispersion function computation in a digital computer program. 

HistoricaUy, the use of the original form of the HaskeU (1953) formulation has 

had the persistent problem of loss of precision at high frequencies. Normal mode 

theory has been restricted to low frequency bandwidths, namely low frequency 

Rayleigh and Love surface waves for flat layered structures. The calculation of the 

dispersion function requires the subtraction of two quantities. At high frequencies 

where the thickness of a layer is greater than several wavelengths, these two 

quantities become very close to each other and differ only in the less significant 

digits. The determination of each quantity separately makes the difference lose 

some of its significant digits to computer roundoff error, and this loss of significant 

digits occurs as a chain reaction in the computation. Algebraic subtraction can be 

made so tha t the computer calculates only the difference and not the original 

quantities. 

Research in normal mode theory after HaskeU (1953) has been, in recent years, 

mainly directed towards developing more numericaUy stable algorithms and faster 

computer source codes. Knopoff (1964) and Dunkin (1965) and others 

reformulated the dispersion function computation to eliminate the numerical 

instabilities, and more recently Abo-Zena (1979) rediscovered this work and 

appUed it to compute successfuUy Rayleigh wave dispersion curves at high 
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frequencies up to 20 Hz. Qakir (1989) also studied the Abo-Zena matrix 

reformulation and found that the technique has no numerical instabiUties in 

computing the Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, but it involves considerable 

expense over the HaskeU method in terms of computer time. Overflow problem in 

the Abo-Zena technique commonly restricts the range of frequency to smaUer 

values especiaUy when one chooses thick layers in the model structure. Harvey 

(1981) basicaUy foUowed the dispersion fuction formulation of Harkrider (1964) 

and enhanced this formulation using the mathematical manipulations similar to 

that given by Abo-Zena (1979). 

Abo-Zena (1979) reformulated the dispersion function computation of Haskell 

(1953) for Rayleigh waves. He diverged from the traditional approach which 

suffers from numerical instabiUties consistent at high frequencies. He expanded 

algebraicaUy the propagator matrices in each layer in terms of the exponential 

functions P = e'"'̂ '̂̂  and Q = e''^^'^. These propagator matrices in their expanded 

form, when inserted into the recursion of the dispersion computation, make the 

the dispersion function's final composition a Unear expression of the terms P , Q , 

1/P\ l / Q ^ PQ, '^/PQ, P/Q, Q/Pj and a constant. Moreover, the coefficients of 

p2^ (5^, 1/^^? and 1/Q^ aU become zero, and they are actuaUy the source of 

numerical instabiUty in the HaskeU formulation. Abo-Zena has expUcitly 

eUminated these expansion terms from the computation. Unless this canceUation 

is done expUcitly before the dispersion function computation is coded in a digital 
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computer program, the canceUation wiU be done numericaUy in the chain of 

ar i thmatic execution by the computer. Unfortunately, these terms, which cancel in 

the Abo-Zena method, grow exponentiaUy with frequency and at high frequencies 

they are so large that the significant terms which do not cancel are lost in the 

computer roundoff. 

HaskeU's formulation of the dispersion function for Love waves has no 

numerical instabiUties, so his method wiU be used here. For the dispersion 

function of Rayleigh waves we wiU use Abo-Zena's method. Greater details for 

these rather straightforward formulations can be found in HaskeU (1953), 

Abo-Zena (1979), and Qakir (1989). Qakir's original work is a detailed compilation 

of the dispersion function computations for Rayleigh and Love waves; in this thesis 

his work is continued with some additions and improvements made in terms of 

both algebraic derivations and providing faster computer programs. We wiU derive 

the expressions necessary to compute the eigenfunctions of both Rayleigh and 

Love waves and provide their computer programs. Algebraic derivation wiU also 

inculude the consideration of a fluid layer on the top of the model to represent the 

wave propagation under oceanic basins. We have previously stated that fluid 

layers can be efficiently modeUed using the soUd layer expressions for practical 

purposes, but it is stiU a helpful practice to derive the exact expressions in the 

presence of a fluid layer. For comparison, computer appUcations showed that the 

results differed only after the third decimal place when a fluid layer with zero 
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shear velocity is replaced by a soUd layer oi j3 = 0.001a. Computer programs to 

compute the dispersion functions (Qakir, 1989) have been rearranged to have the 

necessary double precision accuracy and at the same time to run faster. The last 

section have been devoted to the algebraic details of the group velocity 

computations from the dispersion curves of Rayleigh and Love waves. 

3.2 Rayleigh waves 

Let us consider a horizontaUy layered elastic soUd half space with plane wave 

traveUing in the positive r or equivalently x direction as shown in Figure 2.2 (page 

30). Each layer is assumed to be isotropic, homogeneous and perfectly elastic. In 

this chapter we wiU use only Cartesian coordinates. To provide a notational 

integrity among the chapters, notations in Chapter II and in Qakir (1989) are also 

adopted in this chapter with the appropriate changes. 

Within each layer, the displacement of u^ and u^ and the stresses (T^, and az^ 

can be derived from a scalar P wave potential (j) and a vector SV wave potential tp 

(Ewing et al., 1957). These potentials are obtained for each layer as solutions of 

the wave equations 

v ' 9 i = - v ^ : 7 > v V ' = ^ ^ T T (3-1) 
a 2 5^2 ' V r ^2 Qf. 

and the potentials satisfying the wave equations become 
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(t> = [61 cosh{rakz) + 62 sinh(rai;z)]e-'("^*-^^) (3.2) 

^ = [63 cos]i{r0kz) + 64 sinh(r/3/!;z)]e^("^*-^^). (3.3) 

The stresses cr̂ ^ and a^x and the displacements u^ and TZ.̂  are related to ^ and -0 

as foUows. 

_ d(l) dtp _ dcj) dt/j 

^ dx dz'' ^ dz dx 
. 2 , . 9^ ^ d'^P ( d^ d't/j d^\ , , 

Since other details have been provided in Qakir (1989), they will be omitted 

here, but some of the algebra needs to be repeated to keep better track of the 

formulation for developing the eigenfunction equations. Inserting equations (3.2) 

and (3.3) into equations (3.4) and (3.5) produces the foUowing expressions for the 

Cartesian displacements and stresses. 

Ux — —jkhi cosh.{rakz) — _7'fc62 sinh(r'aA;z) 

—rgkhs smhi{r0kz) — r^kbi cosh.{r0kz) (2-6) 

u^ = r^kbi sinh(raA;z) + rakb2 cosh(r*aA;z) 

—jkbs cosh(7'^A;z) — jA;64 smh.(rj3kz) (3-7) 

Czz — pin " l)^^^^6i cosh(raA;z) + ^0(7 — l)A;^c^62 sinh(raA;z) 

—jri3k^2fib3 smh.{r0kz) — jr0k'^2p,b4 cosh(r^A;z) (3.8) 
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(^zx = -jra2pl3 k bismh{rc,kz) - jra2p^'^k~b2Cosh{rakz) 

73(7 - l)A;-c^63 cosh{r0kz) - p{j - l)fc^c^64 smh.{r0kz) (3.9) 

where the propagation factor e^^^*~^^^ has been suppressed. In these equations, 61 

and 62 represent the potential ampUtudes of aU downgoing and upgoing P waves 

derived from the potential (j), and 63 and 64 aU downgoing and upgoing SV waves 

derived from the potential '^. 

Equations (3.6)-(3.9) could be arranged into matrix form [W] = lUm{z)][B] 

where TTI = 0 , 1 , . . . ,7i — 1 are for the material discontinuities starting with the free 

surface [m = 0) and ending at the top of the semi-infinite layer, and 

[W]^ = [juJk,uJk,<r,Jk^c\jiT,jei^], [B]^ = [61,62, -jh, -jh] (3.10) 

[Um{z)] = \ 

,rakz •^Tokz 

r^e 
Takz 

r^e 
Takz 

r^e 

^rpkz 

rpkz rge ^ 

.rakz 

p{j - \)e'^^' /o(7 - \)e'-^' rgp^e'^^' rgp^e rpkz 

r^pje'^^' r^pje'-^' p{^ - l)e'^^' p(j - l)e''^''' 

+ • 

-Takz 

—r«e 
— rnkz 

— e 

T^e 

-Takz 

— Takz 

rge 
-rpkz 

-rge 
-rpkz 

_^-r0kz 

.-TRki p(7 - l)e-"^^' -p{j - l)e-'^^' rgpje-'P 

,-rpkz 

•rgp^e 
-rpkz 

-TaPie'"''^' r^pje-'^'"' p{l-l)e-^^'' p{j-l)e -rnkz 

. (3.11) 
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Due to the continuity of the quantities of the vector [W] at the boundary of 

any layer, a relation between the displacement at the boundary (m) and the 

boundary (m — 1) would be 

m^m) = Am[W]^m-l), Am = [C/„^(^„. )] [^^^(0)] 
- 1 (3.12) 

By performing the matrix multipUcation in Am (equation, 3.12) and defining 

P = e<^^^ and Q = e'̂ -̂ ^̂  one can obtain 

Am = l/^[PViHi -h {l/P)V2H2 + QV3H3 + {l/Q)V,H, (3.13) 

where 

[Vi,V2,V3,V, 

Hi 

H2 

H3 

H, 

rg T& 

a. 

7 

A 

7 

p['^ - 1) p(7 - 1) p^rg p^rg 

pjra -pir^ p{j - 1) -p{j - 1) 

-(7-l)Aa -I/P l/{pra) 

(7 - i ) K -UP -Uipra) 

- ( 7 - l)/rg 7 

- ( 7 - l)/rg - 7 

l/{prg) -l/p 

Uiprp) I/P 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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By repeated appUcation of equation (3.12) for each interface one obtains 

IW]^„_,^ = A„.i... A2A,[W]^oy (3.16) 

Then by applying the inverse of the matrix (3.11) with z = 0, equation (3.16) 

becomes 

B](n) = [[/„(0)]-U„_i . . . A2Ai[TV](0). (3.17) 

In the case of no source at infinity, 6i„ = —62̂  and 63^ = —64 .̂ In addition, the 

free surface is stress free, then azz = cr^x = 0 at z = 0. These conditions inserted 

into the column vectors \B\[n) and [I^](o) in equation (3.17) yield 

~ 

61 

-61 

- i 64 

i64 
-

— 

(n) 

Jll J12 

•721 «^22 

«73i J32 

J4I J42 

jUoc/k 

Uz/k 

(3.18) 

(0) 

where 

J = [Un{^)Y^n-lAn-2 • • • A2A1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(3.19) 
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From equation (3.18) foUows 

0 [Ju^Ju) (./21 + J22) 

0 (J13 + J14) {J23 + J24) 

jux/k 

Uz/k 

(3.20) 

(0) 

and the foUowing matrix should be singular. 

LS 
(J i i -j- J12) (J21 + ^22) 

(.7l3 + Ĵ 14) (J23 + J24) 

(3.21) 

From the definition of J in equation (3.19) and determinant of LS in equation 

(3.21) we define the dispersion function D as foUows, omitting the matrix 

manipulations in between (for details'see Abo-Zena, 1979 and Qakir, 1989). 

D 1 0 0 0 [KY [[EAY[EB] - [EBY[EA]] [K 

0 

1 

0 

0 

(3.22) 

w here K = An-iAn-2 • - • A2A1 and 

EA 

EB 

7 • ( 7 - l ) / 7 ' a -l/p l/pTcc 

- ( 7 - l)/rg 7 l/prg -l/p 
(n) 

(3.23) 

Let us define 



Ym=Al...Al_,{[EAflEB]-lEBnEA]}An-i...Am 
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(3.24) 

where the row vector on the left and column vector on the right in equation (3.22) 

is excluded for computational convenience and then Ym = A^Ym+iAm- For the 

computation we start with 

Ym+i = i ; = [EAY [EB] - [EBY [EA] (3.25) 

and An-i to obtain Yn-i and repeat applying equation (3.24), (n — 1) times, to 

obtain Y-^. The intersection of the first row with the second column in Yi is the 

value of the dispersion function D. This is equivalent to obtaining it from 

equation (3.22). 

The matrix Am in equation (3.12) inserted into Ym yields 

Yr m 

1 
16 

PHjV^ + ^I^lV^ + QHlVi + ^HjVj \Y, m + 1 

PViHi + ^V2H2 + QV3H3 + ^V,H, (3.26) 

It foUows that one can put Ym in the foUowing form 

l^Ym = HiV/ + Hi V^ [Kn+i] [V2H2 + ViHi] 

+ Hi Vi + Hi VI [Ym+i] [T/4^4 + V3H3] 
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PQ [HlV^ + HlVj] [Ym+i] [V3H3 -f ViHi] 

^ 'H^V^ + HjVj] [Ym+i] [V,H, + UiP^i] 

H^V^ + HlVj] [Ym + l] \V3H3 + T2i^2] +^ 
p 
1 rTT/T , I T T T / T iT^ K^ + Hi Vi [Ym+l] [V4H, + ^2^2] (3.27) 

where the matrix coefficients corresponding to the factors of P^, Q'^, 1/P^, and 

1/Q^ are aU zero. 

The above expression of the dispersion function for Rayleigh waves is derived 

for the case that aU layers in the model are soUd and representative of a 

continental structure. Let us now extend the discussion to the case of an oceanic 

model in which the first layer in Figure 2.2 (page 30) is now a fluid layer oi /3 = 0. 

In this case continuity of the displacement-stress vector [W] at the solid-fluid 

interface requires some care. Equations (3.6)-(3.9) with (3 = 0 and 7 = 0 take the 

foUowing forms. 

Ux = —jkbi cosh.{rakz) - jkb2 smh.{rakz) 

Uz = rakbi sm]i{rakz) + rakb2 cosh.{rckz) 

CTzz = —pk^c^bicosh.{ro.kz) — pk^c^b2smh.{rakz) 

CTzx = 0-

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

At the free surface (top of the water layer), z = 0, we have 

file:///V3H3
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Uujk)m=0 = 6 1 , {Uz/k)m=0 = Tah ( 3 . 3 2 ) 

{crzz/k--c-)m=o = -pbi, [j(Tzx/k''~C~)m=O = 0 (3.33) 

and at the bot tom of the water layer they become 

{juj;/k)m=i = hi cosh.{rckd) + 62 smh.{rakd) (3.34) 

{uz/k)m=i = 7'Q6I sm']i{rakd) -f rQ,62 cos}i(rakd) (3.35) 

{o'zz/k'^c^)ni=i — —pbiCosh.{rakd) — pb2smh.{rakd) (3.36) 

{j<Tzx/k'-c%^i = 0. (3.37) 

At the soUd-water boundary [m = 1) normal stress a-z and normal 

displacement Uz are continuous and only those two wiU be considered to build the 

recursion (similar to equation, 3.18) of the dispersion function for Rayleigh wave 

problem through oceanic structures. Tangential stress azx and tangential 

displacement Ux are not continuous at this interface and some tangential slip 

between water and soUd may happen (Dorman, 1962). For the other interfaces 

where soUd-solid contact happens, both normal and tangential stresses and 

displacements are being considered to be continuous. 

After some matrix manipulations starting with the equivalence of parameters 

61 and 62 in equations (3.32)-(3.37), normal stress-displacement vectors at the free 

surface (m = 0) and at the water-soUd boundary {m, = 1) can be related to each 

other as foUows. 
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Uz/k 

(Tzz/k ^52 
(m=. l ) 

Pn P12 

P21 P22 

Uz/k 
(3.38) 

2-2 <^zz/k'C 
(m=0) 

where 

Pn = — + 
Pr 

2 2 P 
P12 — -• 

a ' a 

27 2P^ 
(3.39) 

Pp P P I 
P21 = -7^ h 77 ;̂̂ —, P22 = — + 2r^ 2 P r . ' Q 2 2 P 

(3.40) 

and P = e''° . Stress free surface gives {o-zz/k'^c^)m=o — 0 and from equation 

(3.38) 

{'^z/k)m^l = Pll[Uz/k)m=0, {o^zz/k C )m = l = P2l(Uz / k)m=0 (3.41) 

Now, let us consider the portion of the dispersion function corresponding to 

the stack of soUd layers underlying the water layer. The recursion similar to 

equation (3.18) is 

61 

- 6 1 

-764 

^64 
(n) 

Jll 

J21 

J3I 

J4I 

J12 

J22 

J32 

J42 

{jUx/k)m=l 

{Uz/k)m=0 

(3.42) 
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where 

J=[Un{0)]-'An-lAn-2...A2 

• 

1 

0 

0 

0 

• 

0 

Pll 

P21 

0 

(3.43) 

and the quantities in equation (3.41) are substituted in equation (3.42) instead of 

the stress-displacement vector at the bottom of the water layer, along with the 

condition that {jo-zx/k'^c^)m=i = 0. 

The matrix LS similar to the matrix (3.21) becomes 

LS = 
(/11 + J12) (J21 + C722) 

(JIS^JIA) (J23 + J24) 

(3.44) 

Let iC = An-iAn-2 • • • A3A2, then the matrix LS can be put in the foUowing form 

using the definition of J in equation (3.43) and the matrix [C^n(O)]"^ obtained from 

equation (3.11). 

LS 
EA 

EB 

[K] 

(n) 

1 0 

0 Pl l 

0 P21 

0 0 

(3.45) 
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where EA and EB are given in equation (3.23). 

Determinant of PS" is the desired dispersion function for Rayleigh waves in the 

oceanic model. This dispersion function designated below as D can be put in the 

following form after some matrix manipulations. 

D 1 0 0 0 K]'^ {[EA]^[EB] - [EB]^[EA]} [K 

0 

Pn 

P21 

0 

(3.46) 

When we compare the recursion structures of both D in equation (3.22) and D in 

equation (3.46) we see great similarity. The only difference between them is the 

definition of K and K and also the modification of the column vector on the right 

in the presence of a water layer. For computational convenience, let us define the 

4x4 matrix 

D'D = [k]^ {[EA]^[EB] - [EB]^[EA]} [K]. (3.47) 

This matrix has two partitions such as 

Tr i r -DlT i ED = [K]^[EA]^[EB][K], FD = [Ky [EB]' [EA][K] (3.48) 

~s 
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from which the value of D is 

D = {EDu - PDi2)pii + (PP>i3 - PP>i3)p2i. (3.49) 

Computation of D can be directly combined with the algorithm in equation 

(3.27) if one starts with 

]T[Jp•D^ r i T i D i T Ym+l = [EA]' [EB] - [EB]' [EA] (3.50) 

and An-i to obtain Yn-i and repeat applying equation (3.24), n — 2 times, to 

obtain I?- The elements (1,2) and (1,3) of the matrix Y2 are plugged into 

equation (3.49) as multipliers of pn and p2i to obtain the value of the dispersion 

function for Rayleigh waves in the oceanic model. 

So far we have relied on the matrix algebra outlined by Abo-Zena (1979). The 

recursion scheme in equation (3.27) requires several lengthy matrix multipUcations 

and additions. This formulae in its present form runs much slower than the 

algorithm given by Haskell (1953), when coded on a digital computer. However, 

computation in equation (3.27) can be further improved so that its computer 

source can run much faster. 

We first need to write the matrix {[EA]'^[EB] - [EB]'^[EA]} in its open form. 

This matrix is used as a first step for the recursion in equation (3.27) and its 
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components are given in equation (3.23). It foUows from equation (3.25) or (3.50) 

that 

m + l 

• 

0 

^,2 , ( 7 - 1 ) 2 
' ^ rgrc 

- 1 
r3P 

' ( 7 - 1 ) 
P rgVaP 

^ 2 ( 7 - 1 ) 2 

0 

- 7 I ( 7 - 1 ) 
P rgraP 

1 
TaP 

_J, 
rffP 

', ( 7 - 1 ) 
P rgraP 

0 

- 1 , 1 
2 1 2 

P rpVaP 

- 1 

1 1 
p2 rprap"^ 

0 

(3.51) 

which is an antisymmetric matrix. However, it is stiU very helpful to shorten the 

computations in equation (3.27) if one relates the upper and lower triangular 

elements in Ym+i. The diagonal elements are aU zero and the lower triangular 

elements are equal to the upper triangular elements when multiplied by —1. In 

this case we only need to consider the elemments (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,4), and 

(3,4). In addition the element (2,3) need not be calculated, because it equals 

negative of (1,4). In this way we have reduced the number of unknowns to five 

instead of sixteen and the other elements are known by only multiplying by —1. 

The second step is to insert Ym+i into equation (3.27) knowing that it has the 

above properties. Equation (3.27) has six Unes and we make the foUowing 

definitions. 

rT l /T [A] = Hi Vi + Hi Vi [Ym+l] [V2H2 + V,Hi] 

+ rTrrT rTirT Hi Vi + Hi Vi [Ym+l] [V4H4 + V3H3] (3.52) 

K^ 
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[B] = PQ [^f I f + HjV,^] [Ym+l] [VsH3 4- Fi^i] 

^TTTT rT^rT + p g [^2 Vo + Hi Vi\ [Ym + l] [U4^4 + ^2^2] 

[C] = ^ [HM + HjVl] [Ym+l] [V,H4 + Fi^i 

(3.53) 

P 
^ T T / T 

^ 2 ^V + ^ 3 Vs [Ym + l] [V3H3 + V2H2] (3.54) 

ExpUcitly performing each matrix multipUcation and addition in Ym is 

cumbersome but rewarding, since the matrices [A], [B], and, [C] have exactly the 

same properties as Ym+i- In addition, in this way we can also expUcitly eUminate 

the factors having absolute zero value, which adds to the speed of computer 

program. 

The foUowing is a compilation of the elements in Ym (equation, 3.27) when 

multipUed by Ym+i, where the matrix Tm+i is written without its subscript 

[m + 1) to keep the notational simpUcity. 

ai2 = - (53) (P3) + (5'1)(P11) + (52)(P14 - P6) 

a,3 = - (53) (P2) + (54)(P9 - PI) + (5'1)(P10) 

ai4 = (54)(P3 - P l l ) -f (51)(P6) - (53)(P14) 

a24 = (54)(P4 - P12) -I- (51)(P7) - (53)(P15) 

^34 = (54)(P5 - P13) + (51)(P8) - (53)(P16) 

P I = - ( 5 2 ) 7 / 1 3 , P2 = (51)7/13, P3 = (51)7/12 + (52)yi4 

P4 = (52)7/24, P5 = -(54)7/12 -(53)7/14, P6 = (51)7/14 + (52)7/34 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 

P7 = -(53)7/24, P 8 - -(54)7/14 -(53)7/34, P9 = (52)7/13 
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PIG = -(53)7/13, P l l = -(53)7/12 - (52)7/14, P12 = -(52)7/24 

P13 = (54)7/12 -r (51)7/14, P14 = -(53)7/14 - (52)7/34, ^15 = (51)7/ 

P16 = (54)7/14 + (51)^34 

where 

5 1 = 2 7 . 52 = 2;07(7 - 1), 53 = 2 ( 7 - 1 ) , 54 = 2//? 

and 

6i2 = -(P3)(P1) ^ (P4) - (P4)(P13) (3.60) 

6l3 = 

6 l 4 -

624 = 

634 = 

PI = 

P2 = 

P3 = 

P4 = 

P5 = 

P6 = 

P7 = 

P5)(P5) ^ (PIO) + (P1)(P9) (3.61) 

P6)(P1) + (P3)(P13) + (P6) (3.62) 

P6)(P2) + (P3)(P11) + (P7) (3.63) 

P6)(P3) -f (P3)(P12) + (P8) (3.64) 

P(? ){ - (P l )7 / i2 - (P2)7/i4} - {l/{PQ)){iPl)yi2 + (P2)7/i4} 

PQ){-yi2 + (^4)7/13} - {i/{PQ)){-yi2 - {P^)yi3} 

PC){(P5)7/i2 - 7/13 + (Pl)2/14} - ( l / ( P g ) ) { - ( P 5 ) 7 / i 2 - ^13 " {Pl)yi4} 

PQ){yi2 - (P2)7/24} + {l/{PQ)){yi2 + (P2)7/24} 

PQ){-2 / l2 + {P2)y24} - ( l / (Pg) ){2/ l2 + (P2)7/24} 

PQ){yi4 + (Pi)2/24} + ( i / (PQ)){2/i4 - {Pi)y24} 

PQ){-{P3)yi4 + 2/24 - (P4)7/34} + (1/(PQ)){(P3)7/14 + 1/24 + (^^4)7/34} 
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P8 = (P(3){-(P5)7/24 + 2/34} + (l/(Pg)){(P5)7/24 + 2/34} 

P9 = {PQ){-yi4 - (Pl)2/24} + {l/(PQ)){yi4 - (Pl)2/24} 

PIO = (P(?){2/i3 - (Pl)2/i4 - (P2)2/34} + (1/(P(5)){2/13 + (Pl)2/i4 + (P2)7/34} 

P l l = (Pg){-(P3)7/i3 - 7/14} - (l/(P(5)){(P3)7/i3 - 2/14} 

P12 = (P(?){(P5)2/i4 + (Pl)2/34} - ( l / (Pg)){-(P5)2/ i4 - (Pl)2/34} 

P13 = (Pg){2/13 - (Pl)2/14 - (P2)7/34} - (1/(P(5)){2/13 -f (Pl)2/14 + (P2)7/34} 

w here 

P I = r^j - (7 - l)/^/3, ^ 2 = /?72r-, - /?(7 - l)^/rg 

P3 = (7 - l) /r„ - jrg, PA = p{j - if/r^, - pfrg 

P5 = rjp - l/{prg), P6 = l/{pr^) - rg/p 

an( 

C12 = - (Q3) ( r i ) -f (T4) - (Q4)(T10) (3.65) 

ci3 = (g5)(r5) + (T13) - {Ql){TQ) (3.66) 

ci4 - (§6) ( r i ) + (Q3)(ri0) + (79) (3.67) 

C24 = (Q6)(T2) + ((53)(T11) + (r7) (3.68) 

C34 = ((36)(T3) + ((33)(T12) + (r8) (3.69) 

T l = {P/Q){-{Ql)yi2 - (02)2/14} - {Q/P){{Ql)yi2 + (02)2/14} 

T2 = (P/0){-2/i2 + ((04))2/i3} - (0/i^){-2/i2 - (04)2/13} 

I^IMBCV 
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r s = (P/0){(05)2/i2 - 2/13 + (01)2/14} - (0/P){-(05)2/ i2 - yi3 - (01)2/14} 

^4 = (P/0){^i2 - (02)2/24} -f {Q/P){yi2 + (02)2/24} 

T5 = (P/0){-2/ i2 + (02)2/24} + (0/P){2/i2 + (02)2/24} 

^6 = (P/0){2/i4 + (01)2/24} - (0/P){2/i4 - (01)2/24} 

T7 = (P/0){-(03)2/ i4 + 2/24 - (04)2/34} + (0/P){(03)2/i4 + 2/24 + (04)2/34} 

T8 = (P/0){-(05)2/24 -f 2/34} + (0/i^){(05)2/24 + 2/34} 

T9 = (P/0){2/i4 + (01)2/24} + (0/P){2/i4 - (01)2/24} 

n o = (P/0){2/i3 - (01)2/14 - (02)2/34} - (0/P){2/i3 + (01)2/14 + (02)2/34} 

Til = [P/Q){-{QZ)y,3 - 2/14} - (0/i^){(03)2/i3 - 2/14} 

r i 2 = (P/0){(05)2/i4 + (01)2/34} - [Q/P){-[Qh)yi4 - (01)2/34} 

T13 = (P/0){2/i3 - (01)2/14 - (02)2/34} + {Q/P){yi3 + (01)2/14 + (02)2/34} 

where 

01 = ^a7 + (7 - l)A/3, 02 = /07'r, + p{l - l)V^/3 

03 = (7 - 1 ) K + 7^/3, 04 = p[l - If/vc. + P7'^/3 

Qh = ra./p+l/[prg), Q^ = l/{pT^)-^rg/p 

and as a result of the matrices [A], [B] and [C] substitution back in Ym it foUows 

2/m,, = (1/I6){ai2 + C12 + 612} = -ym,, (3.70) 

2/mi3 = (1 / I6){a i3 + Ci3 + 613} = -ym^, (3.71) 
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ym,, = (1/I6){ai4 + ci4 -f- 614} = -ym,, = -ym,, = ym,, (3.72) 

ym,, = (1/I6){a24 + C24 + 624} = -2/m42 (3.73) 

2/̂ 34 = (1/I6){a34 + C34 + 634} = -ym,, (3.74) 

2/mii = ym,, = 2/m33 = ym,, = 0 . ( 3 . 7 5 ) 

Let us now turn our attention to the eigenfunction computations using 

equations (3.6)-(3.9). In these expressions the four eigenfunctions Ux, Uz, cr.^, and 

<Jzx are aU functions of parameters known by the setting of the model structure 

and also of the layer constants 61, 62, 63, and 64 in each layer. It is clear that when 

we expUcitly define aU the constants, we can readily calculate the eigenfunctions 

by only varying the depth parameter z from zero to dm for each layer. Necessary 

algebra is already outlined above and we only need to use the relevant equations 

among them. 

The continental model is treated first; some minor adjustments are required for 

the oceanic model treated later. From equation (3.18), one can write 

6i„ = JiiiJUx/k)m=o + Ji2{uz/k)m=o (3.76) 

- 6 l „ = J2l{jUx/k)m=0 + J22['^z/k)m=0 ( 3 . 7 7 ) 

- i 6 4 „ = J3l{jUx/k)m=0 + J32{Uz/k)m=0 ( 3 . 7 8 ) 

j 6 4 „ = J4l{jy'x/k)m=0 + J42{Uz/k)m=0- ( 3 . 7 9 ) 
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Furthermore, let us arbitrarily set 64^ = 1 and thus 63^ = - 1 (Panza, 1985). 

Moreover, one can solve the above equations for the displacements at the free 

surface [m = 0). 

{jUx/k)m=0 = ( - i J 4 2 -jJ32)/{J3lJ42 " ^32^41) 

{Uz/k)m=0 = [JJ3I -^ jJ4l)/[J3lJ42 " J31J41) 

{azz/k^c^)m^o = {j<rzx/k^c'')m=o = 0. 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

It is clear from the earUer discussion of the continuity of the displacements and 

stresses that one can relate the eigenfunctions at any arbitrary depth point to the 

ones at some other depth position. In equations (3.80)-(3.82) we have already 

specified the eigenfunctions at the free surface. Starting from them we can derive 

the eigenfunctions belonging to the remaining part of the half space. The purpose 

of this procedure is to specify layer constants for each layer so that each parameter 

in equations (3.6)-(3.9) are expUcitly defined. 

Within any layer, the constants 61.2.3.4 are calculated from the eigenfunctions 

at the top of that layer. From [W] = [t^m(2)][P] it foUows 

61 

62 

-jh 

-jh 

[Um{0)] - 1 

(m) 

jux/k 

Uz/k 

(Tzz/k^C^ 

j(Tzx/k^C 2;;2 

(3.83) 

(2=0) 
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The second step is to find the eigenfunctions at the bottom of that layer, because 

they wiU be used to obtain the layer constants in the next underlying layer by 

equation (3.83). This is due to continuity of the eigenfunctions immediately above 

and below any interface. 

jUx/k 

Uz/k 

(Tzz/k 2:;2 

2;;2 jCTzx/k^C 

= Ar 

iz=dm) 

jUx/k 

Uz/k 

azz/k^c^ 

2 - 2 j(Tzx/k-C 

(3.84) 

{z=0) 

The sequence of equations (3.83) and (3.84) is first started by substitution of the 

quantities in equations (3.80)-(3.82) and continued for the desired depth. 

In the case of the oceanic model, we start from the bottom of the water layer 

instead of the free surface. The water layer constant 6i in equations (3.28)-(3.30) 

IS zero because {cTzz/k c^)m=o = —pbi = 0. The other constant is 

62 = {l/ra)iuz/k)m=o where 

{Uz/k)m=0 = [JJ3I -\- jJ4l)/{J3lJ42 " ^32-^4l) (3.85) 

with J from equation (3.43) and the assumption of 64̂  = 1 in equation (3.42). 61 

and 62 are substituted in equations (3.28)-(3.30) for the eigenfunctions of water 
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layer. To start the sequence of equations (3.83) and (3.84) we need the foUowing 

quantities. 

{jUx/k)m = l = [-jJ42-jJ32)/{J3lJ42 " J32J41) (3.86) 

{ujk)m=i =Pll{Uz/k)m=0 (3.87) 

((Tzz/k~i'^)m=.l = P2liUz/k)m=0 ( 3 . 88 ) 

{jazx/k'i^)m=i = 0. (3.89) 

The above algorithm of the eigenfunction computations is caUed a propagator 

matr ix approach; it exhibits numerical instabiUties encountered at especiaUy high 

frequencies and increasing depth. Harvey (1981) has suggested an effective 

method to overcome this difficulty. He emphasized the role of the matrix Ym in 

equation (3.27) to stabiUze the eigenfunctions. SmaU roundoff errors in the four 

eigenfunctions are effectively ampUfied by subsequent propagator matrix 

multipUcations (equations 3.83 and 3.84) until the errors get bigger than the 

correct values of the eigenfunctions. There is no inherent mechanism in the 

computations to stabiUze them, and thus the computed eigenfunctions at half 

space depths generaUy no longer meet the Sommerfeld radiation condition 

(Harvey, 1981). 

Let us consider the interface [m = n — 1) between the last semi-infinite layer 

and the layer above tha t , at which one has the foUowing relation. 
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6i 

-61 

-i64 

jh 

[Unm-'[W]r^_, ( n - l ) - (3.90) 

(n) 

By adding the second row to the first row and also the fourth row to the third 

row, equation (3.90) would be 

0 

0 

EA 

EB 
m^n-i). (3.91) 

We have a Unear system of two equations in the four eigenfunctions and thus we 

can solve for two of the eigenfunctions in terms of the other two. We can express 

the two stress eigenfunctions in terms of the two displacement eigenfunctions as 

foUows. 

azz/k^c^ 

jCTzx/k^C^ 

-I 

2/(m + l)34 

( n - l ) 

2 / (m+l) i4 2/(m + l)24 

— 2/(m + l ) i3 2/(m + l ) i4 

jUx/k 

Uz/k 

(3.92) 

("-1) 

where Ym+i is described in equation (3.50). Futhermore, one can use equation 

(3.92) to compute the two stress eigenfunctions at the interface [m = 71 — 1) 

instead of using the last two rows of the propagator matrix in equation (3.84). 

Equation (3.92) can be generaUzed at any interface in the layered media. In 

this case equation (3.90) would be changed as 
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6i 

-61 

-i64 

jh 

[Unm-'An-iAn.2---Am-2Am-l[W]^ m) (3.93) 

- l (n ) 

for an interface above (m = 7 i - l ) , 7 i > 7 n ^ 0 . After some manipulations, the 

Unear relationship between the stress and displacement eigenfunctions similar to 

equation (3.92) becomes 

azz/k^^' 

ja-zx/k^c^ 

- 1 

2/ " J 3 4 

(m) 

2/mx4 2/m24 

2/mi3 2/mi4 

jux/k 

Uz/k 

(3.94) 

(m) 

This t ime the matr ix Ym is obtained from recursion of equation (3.27) because a 

number of interfaces has to be accounted for. We again use the two stress 

eigenfunctions in equation (3.94) instead of the last two rows of equation (3.84), 

and this procedure is repeated for any desired depth. 

This method as suggested by Harvey (1981) introduces a feedback mechanism 

into the computations which controls the error and ensures that it stays smaU 

with depth. Assuming a smaU error exists in the displacement eigenfunctions, 

which could be due to the ampUfication of roundoff errors, then equation (3.94) 

effectively introduces smaU compensating terms in the stress eigenfunctions so 
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that the total error stays smaU. 

3.3 Love waves 

The dispersion function computations for Love waves are much simpler 

compared to that at the Rayleigh waves. HorizontaUy polarized shear waves (SH) 

constructively interfere when they travel in a layered half space as shown in Figure 

2.2 (page 30). The theoretical formulation is explained in HaskeU (1953) and in 

more detaU in (^akir (1989). Here, we need only to repeat the necessary equations. 

Within each layer, the transverse displacement Uy has the form 

Uy = e^("-*-^^)[6ie-^'^^^^ + 626 '̂̂ '"*-'] (3.95) 

where 61 and 62 are displacement ampUtudes for downgoing and upgoing SH 

waves, respectively. 

The time derivative of Uy and transverse shear stress a^y = fi[duy/dz) are used 

for the derivations of Love waves. 

uy/-c = jk[he-''^h^ + 626 '̂=^^^], cTzy = ifcr>[-6ie-^' ' ' -^^ + 626 '̂̂ '-.̂ ]̂. (3.96) 

w , . u 
Equation (3.96) can be arranged into [W] = [C/m('2 )̂][-̂ ] with components 

[W]^ = [Uy/c.CTzy], [P]^ = [61,62] (3.97) 
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[Um{z)] = 
jke -jkr*: 

jke jkr*. 

-jkrlp,e-'^'*B^ jkrlp,e'^'*p' 

(3.98) 

FoUowing exactly the same lines as in the case of Rayleigh waves, one can 

write the Love wave recursion as foUows. 

w _ w 

[B][n) = [Unm An-1 . . . Ai[W]^o). Am = 
cosOm i ; 7 - s i n O 

jrgp, sin Om cos Q-;^ 

m (3.99) 

Since there is no transverse shear stress at the free surface, {(Tzy)m=o = 0 and 

Tith layer has no upgoing energy, 62^ = 0. Substitution of these two conditions into 

equation (3.99) gives 

61 

0 

[UniO)]-'An-l . . . Al 

(n) 

7iy/5 

0 
(0) 

(3.100) 

or in a compact form it becomes 

61 

0 
(n) 

J l l / l 2 

J21 J22 

ily/'C 

0 
(0) 

(3.101) 

If we designate the dispersion function as D, then 

\j w 

D = Kii-V {l/rlp,)K2i (3.102) 

^ 
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where r^ and /x are parameters belonging to the Tith layer, and 

V V V w w 

K = A„_i . . . Al , J = [Un{0)]-'An^j ...A,. (3.103) 

The two eigenfunctions of Love waves in each layer can be computed easily if 

one arbitrarily sets 6i„ = 1 in equation (3.101). From this assumption, the two 

eigenfunctions at the free surface become {uy/c)m=o = l / ^ i i and {crzy)m=zo = 0. 

Moreover, the layer constants 6i and 62 for any layer of the layered half space can 

be computed from the eigenfunctions at the top of that layer. 

61 

62 

= [u^m - 1 

(m) 

ily/b 

zy 

(3.104) 

(z=0) 

where [C^m(0)]~^ is obtained from equation (3.98). 

Displacement-stress vector on the top of a layer can be related to the same at 

\j , w 

the bot tom of that layer as [Vrj^-^^^) = A^['W^](2=o) and then 

ily/C 
= A 

Uy/C 

m 
(3.105) 

•zy 
{z=dm) 

'zy 
(z=0) 

'^•«l•Pl«l»^^^ 
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Therefore, the sequence of equations (3.104) and (3.105) is appUed for the desired 

depth starting with [M^](„j=o) at the free surface. 

3.4 Group velocity 

Dispersion function computations result in dispersion curves which can be used 

to compute group velocity curves. The definition of group velocity is 7i = dw/dk 

where w is angular frequency and k horizontal wavenumber. There are two 

definitions for the angular frequency, it could be Ti; = 27r/ oi w = 27r/T with / 

being frequency and T period (Ewing et al., 1957). 

In the case of frequency we have 

"=i^hw ('•"') 
where c is phase velocity and k = w/c. And in the case of period it becomes 

-c' 
u = a + Tdb/dT 

(3.107) 

Dispersion function computations for both Rayleigh and Love wave type 

surface waves provide us with the normal mode curves in terms of phase velocity 

and frequency or period. In order to calculate the group velocity curves we need 

to evaluate the derivatives dc/df or dc/dT in equations (3.106) and (3.107). 

These normcJ mode curves are calculated at discrete points of phase velocity 

and frequency or period.They can be represented by interpolation functions (for 

^^ 
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example, five point interpolation) and the derivatives can be performed on these 

interpolated curves. Let us assume we have a function f{x), then for the 

subinterval {xk-2,Xk+2) 

f{x) = f{Xk-2)Lo{x) -r fixk-i)L,(x) + f{Xk)L2(x) 

+f{xi,+i)L3{x) + f{xk+2)L4{x) (3.108) 

f'{x) = f{xk-2)L'o{x) + f{xk-i)L[(x) + f{xk)L'2{x) 

^f{xk+i)L':,{x) + f{xk+2)L',{x) (3.109) 

where Lo[x), Li[x),..., L4[x) are caUed Lagrange interpolating polynomials 

(Burden and Faires, 1985). 

Derivative of f{x) evaluated at jc = âyt has the form 

f'i^k) = f{xk-2)L'Q{Xk) + f{xk-i)L[{xk) + f{xk)L'2{xk) 

+f{xk+i)L'^{xk) + f[xk+2)L\{xk) (3.110) 

where the derivatives of Lagrange interpolating polynomials dX x = Xk are 

r> f X {Xk - Xk-i)[xk - Xk+i)[xk - Xk+2) (o^^^\ 
LoK^k) = 7 77 TT w r (3.111) 

[Xk-2 - Xk-i)[Xk-2 - Xk)[Xk-2 — Xk+l)[Xk-2 - Xk+2) 

r'( X [Xk - Xk-2){Xk - Xk+i){xk - Xk+2) / o i i o \ 
LAXk) = 7 T-( TT 77 r \6.VLl) 

[Xk-l — Xk-2)[Xk-l - Xk)[Xk-l — Xk+l)[Xk-l — Xk+2) 

^nmmrf^i^^ 
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4(^fc) = 7 7̂ ^, TT r (3.113) 
[Xk - Xk-2)[Xk - Xk-l){Xk - Xk+l){Xk - Xk+2) 

A = {xk - Xk-2){xk - Xk+i)(2xk - Xk-l - Xk+2) 

B = {Xk - Xk-l){xk - Xk+2){2Xk - Xk-2 - Xk+i) 

L',{xk) = [xk - xk-2){xk - xk-i){xk - Xk+2) (3_^^4) 

{Xk+1 - Xk-2){Xk+l - Xk-l){xk+l - Xk){Xk+l - Xk+2) 

T'i \ (xk - Xk-2){xk - Xk-i){xk - Xk+i) (r> ^•\n\ 

L4\Xk) = 7 TT 77 77 r. (3.115) 
\^k+2 — Xk-2)[Xk+2 - Xk-i)[Xk + 2 - Xk)[Xk+2 " Xk+i) 

In our group velocity computation, dc/df or dc/dT are evaluated similarly as 

g ivenin equation (3.109). The subinterval Xk-2, Xk-it • • • T^k+2 is shifted to the 

right or left for one interval point and the process is then continued until 

k = N — 2 {N, number of data points) along each normal mode curve. 

»«»IWHH1!S^ 



C H A P T E R IV 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

A single model of ocean crust and uppermost mantle has been chosen for this 

investigation of the long-range propagation of Po and So waves under oceanic 

basins. Development of acceptable models that explain the propagation of these 

phases has become one of the outstanding problems in seismology. The selected 

model is consistent with long-range refraction and surface wave observations and 

has been used by Gettrust and Frazer (1981) to compute the synthetic 

seismograms of Po waves by the reflectivity method. Their results fit the arrival 

times and the characteristic long coda duration of Po phase. The proposed 

velocity depth model of Gettrust and Frazer (hereafter caUed GF model), with 

minor additions, is shown to explain observations of Po and So. The 

computations of Gettrust and Frazer (1981) were Umited to the phase velocity 

range for Po waves only. Here, computations will include So waves as weU. Both 

reflectivity method and normal mode theory wiU be shown. 

The number of different models that could be examined was Umited because 

each model required hours of CPU time. However, satisfactory results are 

obtained and are within the desired efficiency. Gettrust and Frazer (1981) tested 

their models for various configurations of oceanic crust and uppermost mantle 

s t ructure, which included high P velocity lids in the upper mantle (whispering 

galery model of Menke and Richards, 1980), low velocity zones within the crust, 

100 
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and an overlaying water layer. They have compared their synthetic seismograms 

with an ocean bottom seismogram at about 800 km range, recorded on the Cocos 

plate, and found good agreement between them for over 15 seconds of coda length. 

They pointed out that any P velocity inversion, at the base of Uthosphere, in the 

form of a low velocity zone for P , changes the ampUtude envelope of Po waves in 

a way not in agreement with observation. This difference in computed and 

observed Po ampUtude indicates probable absence of P velocity inversion. 

However, they speculated that this does not necessarily rule out the possibUty of 

an 5 velocity inversion at the base of Uthosphere. 

Gettrust and Frazer (1981) stated that although they did not include the 

problem of So propagation in their paper, their propagation model w âs equaUy 

appUcable to that phase. In this thesis, emphasis wiU be given to So waves, but 

Po waves are weU represented in synthetic seismogram calculations. The fact that 

Po is predicted by the GF model saved some computer t ime, because modification 

of structural parameters to test for So waves are smaU. 

In Table 4.1, the GF model parameters are listed. The model consists of ten 

layers and the parameters appear after appUcation of earth flattening 

transformation taking into account the curvature of the earth. OriginaUy, the final 

velocity depth model of Gettrust and Frazer (1981) consisted of an oceanic crust 

with sediments and upper mantle, represented by a stack of nine layers. They 

have used only one water layer multiple reflection because water column multiples 

"^CN 
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Table 4 .1: Velocity depth structure of oceanic crust and uppermost mantle system 
including a layer of ocean bot tom mud and water column, here is caUed GF model 
after Gettrust and Frazer (1981). Between free air and the infinity, the model is 
represented by nine layers. The M discontinuity is indicated at the corresponding 
depth, d stands for layer thickness [km), a P wave velocity [km/sec), Oa P wave 
quaUty factor (unitless), 3 S wave velocity [km/sec), Og 5 wave quaUty factor 
(unitless), and p density [gm/cm^). 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

(' 

8 

9 

10 

d 

5.0000 

0.5000 

1.0001 

0.5001 

2.0009 

2.0016 

31.5966 

31.5966 

31.5966 

oo 

a 

1.5200 

2.0001 

5.5009 

6.4018 

6.8032 

7.4058 

8.1654 

8.1807 

8.1961 

8.2038 

Oa 

10 

60 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

/? 

0.0000 

1.1548 

3.1760 

3.6962 

3.9279 

4.2759 

4.7144 

4.7233 

4.7322 

4.7366 

Qs 

5 

30 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

P 

1.0003 

1.0096 

2.3350 

2.6756 

2.8265 

3.0527 

3.3232 

3.2975 

3.2717 

3.2588 

Water 

Sediments 

Crust 

M 
discontinu 

Mantle 
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caused aUasing problems, and the additional arrivals did not prove to be essential 

in fitting the important characteristics of observed Po phases. In this thesis, aU 

the multiples in the water layer within appropriate phase velocity range are 

included. The aUasing problem is eUminated through the use of recdisticaUy smaU 

quaUty factors (Q^ = 10 and Qg = 5) and, more importantly, smaU enough 

spectral domain (frequency and slowness) sampUng. In every layer, shear wave 

attenuation is made equal to one half the compressional wave attenuation. 

The low velocity zone below the M discontinuity, as suggested by Shurbet 

(1962). was included in the computations to investigate its effect on Po and So 

phases and here is caUed GFL\ Z model. It is represented by a single low velocity 

layer at 10 km thickness, located 10 km below the M discontinuity. The GFLVZ 

model parameters are Usted in Table 4.2. 

In Gettrust and Frazer (1981), the synthetic Po seismograms were generated 

using the reflectivity method of Fuchs and MiiUer (1971). This earUer version of 

the reflectivity method did not correctly model upgoing waves from the source 

region, and, as a result, the synthetics calculated were strongly affected by the 

reflectivities of the layers below the source layer. The reflectivity method (MiiUer, 

1988), as described in the second chapter, does not have this problem and models 

aU upgoing and downgoing waves from the source layer. This removes the 

possibility that some upgoing waves from the source region could be important in 

comparison between observation and synthetics. 

II I. JMUMUL .v 
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Table 4.2: Velocity depth structure of the GFLVZ model. There are eleven layers 
above the half space. The seventh layer in Table 4.1 is divided to have three layers 
and the second one is to be the low velocity layer (LVZ). P and 5 wave velocities 
in the eigth layer are smaUer than in the layers seven and nine (see the values for a 
and 3). The symbols are explained in Table 4.1. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

d 

5.0000 

0.5000 

1.0001 

0.5001 

2.0009 

2.0016 

10.0000 

10.0000 

11.5966 

31.5966 

31.5966 

OC 

a 

1.5200 

2.0001 

5.5009 

6.4018 

6.8032 

7.4058 

8.1654 

8.0500 

8.1654 

8.1807 

8.1961 

8.2038 

Oa 

10 

60 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

5000 

/3 

0.0000 

1.1548 

3.1760 

3.6962 

3.9279 

4.2759 

4.4144 

4.6500 

4.7144 

4.7233 

4.7322 

4.7366 

Qs 

5 

30 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

2500 

P 

1.0003 

1.0096 

2.3350 

2.6756 

2.8265 

3.0527 

3.3232 

3.3232 

3.3232 

3.2975 

3.2717 

3.2588 

Water 

Sediments 

Crust 

M 
discontinu 

LVZ 

Mantle 
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There is general agreement that Po and So phases are guided waves. The 

identification of the wave guide operative for a particular mode, phase velocity and 

frequency is indicated by the variation of particle displacement ampUtude as a 

function of depth (Stephens and Isacks, 1977). Increased displacement at a certain 

depth within the mantle indicates propagation of increased energy at that depth, 

but it does not assure that the the increased energy wiU be detected at the 

surface. Detection depends upon wave guide depth and wave length of the energy. 

The fact that Po and So phases are disrupted by passage beneath oceanic ridges 

and plateau systems (Walker et al., 1978: Talandier and Bouchon, 1979) suggests 

that a wave guide composed of uppermost mantle and crustal structure plays an 

important role in propagation of Po and So. Molnar and OUver (1969) reported 

observations of Po and So waves propagating large distances where structural 

homogenity exists. They have noted that largely stable regions such as continental 

shields and deep ocean basins are particularly efficient paths for the propagation 

of these high frequency phases. In general, paths crossing the regions of island arcs 

or crests of the midocean ridge do not transmit Po and So waves, but OUver and 

Isacks (1967) concluded that high frequency waves from deep earthquakes beneath 

the Tonga do propagate through the Uthosphere descending beneath the island arc 

in an upward direction. Isacks and Barazangi (1973) observed similar high 

frequency waves guided by the Uthosphere descending beneath western South 

America. 

•fl^ii^s^ 
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The proposed model for propagation of Po and So phases over great distances 

is simple and straightforward. Propagation is not affected by expected smaU 

variabiUty in normal oceanic crustal structure but does require that the oceanic 

upper mantle have a reasonably stable velocity depth structure along the 

propagation path. In the model used, velocity gradient of the crust is represented 

by four layers, and the M discontinuity is placed at 11 km depth from the surface 

of the water column (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The P velocity gradient in the upper 

mantle is —0.00008 sec~^ and the effective P velocity gradient with modification 

for the curvature of the earth is 0.0005 sec~^. 

This chapter has been divided into three sections and the computer programs 

belonging to these sections have been provided in an IBM compatible 5.25 inches 

floppy disk. In every source code, necessary explanations are self contained. 

UNICORN 40 MHz SPARC 2 Sun work station was used in computations. 

Eigenvalues of Rayleigh and Love waves are presented in the first section. The 

phase and group velocity curves computed for the surface waves show a stationary 

phase at about 4.7 km/sec for both Rayleigh and Love waves at which normal 

mode arrivals for the entire frequency range has the same group velocity. At 

higher frequencies, more of the dispersion curves approach this group velocity, 

indicating a more effective part of the So phase. So observation is evident in both 

Rayleigh and Love surface waves, which helps explain why it is recorded on aU 

three components of seismographs. 

•":x 
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Eigenfunctions in the second section are used to demonstrate the displacement 

and stress depth profiles at various points of eigenvalues, and the last section wiU 

put the informations obtained from both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions together 

in terms of synthetic seismograms. 

4.1 Eigenvalues of Rayleigh and Love waves 

The method described in the third chapter was used to calculate the dispersion 

curves for Rayleigh and Love surface waves. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 iUustrate the 

dispersion curves for Rayleigh waves in two parts. The dispersion curves for Love 

waves in two parts are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Phase velocity and group 

velocity curves are plotted on the same page for easy visual interpretation. The 

velocity depth structure of the GF model in Table 4.1 is used. In Figures 4.1 and 

4.3, the frequency range is divided to produce 300 points. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4, 

900 frequency values were used to depict higher mode curves. 

Due to the complexity of the curves for higher mode Rayleigh waves, the 

dispersion curves have been subdivided into two parts. In the first part , frequency 

varies in the range 0 — 3.1 Hz; the second part has the range 3.1 — 6.0 Hz. This 

makes it somewhat easier to foUow individual modes in their entirety. For each 

part of the curves aU modes within the designated phase velocity and frequency 

windows are calculated and plotted. Rayleigh waves are represented by greater 

number of normal mode curves than Love waves, because P to SV and SV to P 

wave conversions in multiple reflections and refractions produce more possible 

^mmmmmt:^ 
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low frequency filtering, 

no So present, 

only low frequency surface waves 

sedimentary and water waves 

8 . I I » 4.7 
stationary phase 

— crustal waves 

water waves 
first higher mode 

' pure sedimentary 
waves 

stationary phase 

'x crustal group 
velocity maximas 

0.00 0.62 1.24 1.86 2.48 

Frequency (hertz) 
3.10 

water waves 
sedimentary waves 

water and sedimentary 
waves together 

Figure 4.1: Phase and group velocity curves of Rayleigh waves for the GF model up 
to 3.1 Hz. The number of curves is 30. Phase velocity minima happens at about 
0.85 as indicated by the fundamental mode. The points 1 — 8 in the above plot 
are used to show Rayleigh wave eigenfunctions. The wave guide of crustal waves 
are shown by thick dashed Unes and also of the water and sedimentary waves by 
thick soUd Unes. These are seen as two intermediate group velocity maximas. The 
stationary phase occurs at 4.7 km/sec (mantle waves). Low frequency filtering for 
So phase below 0.4 Hz is indicated by the thick vertical Une. Pure sedimentary and 
water waves are also indicated. 
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sedimentary and water waves 

3.10 3:68 4.26 4.84 5.42 
Frequency (hertz) 

mantle waves 

*-^ crustal waves 

I water waves 

1 sedimentary waves 

6.00 

mantle waves 
effective So 
propagation 

-* crustal group 
velocity maximas 

3.10 3.68 4.26 4.84 
Frequency (hertz) 

5.42 

\\ water waves 
.sedimentary waves 

^ water and sedimentary 
6.00 waves together 

Figure 4.2: Phase and group velocity curves of Rayleigh waves f » ^^^ ^ J ^ f j i ^ ^ ^ 
riguic 1 4.^ c n-r Tlip mimber of curves is DO. imcK aabiicu 
continued from F.gure 4. up 0 6 f ^ J ^ ; ~ ^ , „ , , ,how crustal waves. On 

waves, (jroup vejoui^ ^ui „ , „ t l „ wavps exist Two patterns 
So propagation, where mantle and crust coupled mantle waves exist- J- P 
ff group velocity minimas are the sedimentary and water waves together. 



no 

low frequency filtering, 

no So present, 

only low frequency surface waves 

0.00 

• - stationary phase 

crustal waves 

^ sedimentary waves 

0.62 1.24 1.86 2.48 3.10 

Frequency (hertz) 
4 7 

—-^ stationary phase 
crustal coupUng to 
mantle waves 

* crustal waves 

sedimentary waves 

0.00 0.62 1.24 1.86 2.48 3.10 

Frequency (hertz) 

Figure 4.3: Phase and group velocity curves of Love waves for the GF model up to 
3.1 Hz. The number of curves is 14. Phase velocitv minima occurs at sedimentarv 
5 velocity as indicated by the fundamental mode. The points 1 — 7 in the above 
figure are used to calculate Love wave eigenfunctions. Almost horizontal curves 
indicate mainly crustal waves (thick soUd Unes). Almost vertical curves indicate 
sedimentary waves (thick dashed Unes). Stationary phase at 4.7 km/sec (mantle 
waves) is shown. Low frequency filtering below 0.4 Hz is shown by the vertical line. 



I l l 

^ m a n t l e waves 

crustal coupUng to 

mantle waves at 

high phase velocities 

[ sedimentary waves 

3.10 3.68 4.26 4.84 5.42 6.00 

Frequency (hertz) 
4.7 

B 
effective So propagation 

crustal waves with 
two groupings 

sedimentary waves 

3.10 3.68 4.26 4.84 5.42 6 .00 

Frequency (hertz) 

Figure 4.4: Phase and group velocity dispersion curves of Love waves for the GF 
model as continued from Figure 4.3 up to 6 Hz. The number of curves is 26. Phase 
velocity minima occurs at sedimentary 5 velocity as indicated by the fundamental 
mode. Mantle waves (stationary phase at 4.7 km/sec) are indicated. There are two 
groupings of the group velocity curves for crustal waves. Effective So propagation 
occurs at high group velocities. 
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seismic ray paths that may contribute to the Rayleigh wave. Therefore, in 

Rayleigh waves, the condition of constructive interference is more frequently 

fulfiUed than in case of Love waves. 

Computat ion of the dispersion curves for high mode numbers required special 

effort owing to the tendency of the computed phase velocity to jump across from 

one mode to another near sharp bends. This problem is more serious for phase 

velocity values near the stationary phase of 4.7 km/sec and for increasing 

frequency. Since at the same frequency the difference in phase velocities of two 

adjacent modes can be on the order of 10~° km/sec, phase velocities must be 

computed with an accuracy of more than six figures. To have more accurate 

determination of group velocities, even higher accuracy is required. Derivatives of 

the less accurate dispersion curves, which are needed to derive the group velocity 

curves, produce very erratic group velocity curves. Therefore, a very smaU phase 

velocity sampUng interval is used to distinguish between the phase velocity curves 

for higher mode numbers. 

In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the effect of the layer boundaries in the structure are 

responsible for the quasi osciUations in terms of step Uke structures depicted by the 

thick dashed and soUd Unes. These features become more effective in Figure 4.2 as 

a result of high frequency wave resolution. The upper and lower bounds for the 

phase velocity is determined by 5 velocities present in the structure. Dispersion 

curves tend to be flat at about 0.85 km/sec, a phase velocity value lower than 5 
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velocity in the mud layer. The fundamental mode also has this tendency starting 

earUer at lower frequencies. The wave guide formed by the water and by the 

sedimentary layer propagate energy which, because of attenuation, arrives later 

with less ampUtude. In Figures 4.1 and 4.2 the wave guides of the water and 

sedimentary layer are indicated at appropriate phase and group velocity values. 

In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, the wave guide effect of the water begins to be indicated 

by the first few higher modes as shown by the observation that both phase and 

group velocity approach the velocity of 1.52 km/sec [P velocity in the water). 

The wave guide effect of the upper mantle velocity gradient is clearly indicated by 

the approach of aU the curves to the value of 4.7 km/sec (approximate 5 velocity 

in the upper mantle) . Normal mode curves below the phase velocity of 4.7 

km/sec samples only crust, sediments and water. The step-Uke appearances in 

the phase velocity curves, indicating different wave guides, tend to be continuous 

from mode to mode. For the steeper parts (thick soUd Unes), the depth intervals of 

the predominant portions of eigenfunctions correspond to the water layer and 

sedimentary layer. Horizontal parts (thick dashed Unes) are related to 

eigenfunctions sampUng primarily the crustal section of the model. When we 

compare these continuations of step Uke formations in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, we can 

easily reaUze tha t they are somewhat weaker in Figure 4.1, especiaUy at low mode 

numbers . This is due to the fact that at low mode numbers there is no clear 

separation of crustal waves from the sedimentary and water layer. Therefore, it is 
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a clear indication of the fact that for individual investigation of deeper layers 

(crust and upper mantle in the present case) eigenvalues beyond about 1.0 Hz 

have to be included in normal mode calculations. 

Analysis of the group velocity curves in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shows agreement 

with the phase velocity data. For example, group velocity curves also reflect the 

main layering of the 5 wave and P wave in the model structure. The sedimentary 

and water waves are represented by group velocity curves in the range about 

0.81 — 1.55 km/sec Group velocities reaching as low as 0.81 km/sec represent 

waves traveUing primarily in the sediments, and group velocities around 1.52 

km/sec represent waves traveUing predominantly in the water layer. The pat tern 

of group velocity minima below 0.81 km/sec for a number of high modes at every 

frequency interval of about 1.4 Hz samples the wave guide generated by water and 

mud layer together. Group velocity maximas as outUned by the thick dashed Une 

(lower picture in Figure 4.1) ranging between 2.55 and 3.65 km/sec are related to 

the waves traveUing in the crust. Therefore, the family of the group velocity 

curves clearly separates the energy into that which travels in the water and 

sediments, tha t which travels in the crust and that which travels partly in the 

upper mantle. In Figures 4.1 and 4.2, different wave guide appearances are shown. 

The Love wave dispersion curves shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 indicate very 

much the same propagation paths in the model. Figure 4.3 and especiaUy Figure 

4.4 shows that each curve tends to be asymphtotic to 5 wave velocity of the mud 
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layer at about 1.15 km/sec The fundamental mode approaches 1.15 km/sec at 

lower frequencies than do high modes which do so at graduaUy higher frequencies 

at higher modes. In computations for Love waves, the water layer is excluded 

because of zero rigidity and the free surface becomes the top of the sedimentary 

layer. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4, Love wave group velocity dispersion curves indicate 

the same three wave guides as did Rayleigh waves. In Figure 4.4, the crustal wave 

guide seems to be divided into two groups, which could be the result of larger 

velocity gradient in the crust (Table 4.1). The group with higher group velocities 

has more energy leaking to the upper mantle than the group with lower group 

velocities. As seen from Love wave phase velocity curves (Figures 4.3 and 4.4), the 

step Uke structures in Figures 4.1 and 4.4 for Rayleigh waves are not as clear as 

for Love waves. Detailed iUustrations are provided in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 

The stationary phase and its coupUng to the crust are responsible for 

generation of the problematic high frequency So waves. The onset velocity of So is 

always observed at about 4.7 km/sec, which is correctly predicted by the 

stationary phase. Observed So has a coda length up to 1 — 2 minutes. A 0.7 

km/sec decrease in group velocity would give this coda length, so group velocities 

down to about 4.0 km/sec are responsible for taiUng coda (see the region marked 

as "effective So propagation" in Figures 4.2 and 4.4). In Figure 4.4, the taiUng 

coda has shorter duration because group velocity minimas down from the 

stationary phase are not as low as 4.0 km/sec 
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The phase velocity range to be used for synthetic seismogram calculations was 

chosen as 3.0 - 19.0 km/sec to be consistent with the information obtained from 

eigenvalue calculations. Within this range some regular low frequency surface 

waves also are included, as shown by group velocity plots (Figures 4.1-4.4). The 

maximum phase velocity (19 km/sec) is an adequate value to account the leaky 

modes as weU. although Po and So waves are not leaky modes. 

Panza (1985) and Chiaruttini et al. (1985), in their dispersion function 

computations for oceanic structure, have considered a model reaching as deep as 

815 km below surface. They observed the stationary phase at about 4.4 km/sec 

instead of 4.7 km/sec as found here. Their dispersion curves cleary show that 

curves at velocities above the stationary phase continue more or less verticaUy 

without actually altering calculations of dispersion curves below the stationary 

phase. Therefore, curves continuing for velocities above 4.7 km/sec wiU have 

smooth continuation if the layers below the upper mantle have a smaU velocity 

gradient. Rather sharp bend in the curves wiU result if the upper mantle velocity 

gradient is large. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.3 show that the stationary phase characterized by flat curves 

terminates at about 0.4 Hz. In Figure 4.1, the lowest mode number having flat 

response is five and it is the first high mode in Figure 4.3. Since adding deeper 

layers to the GF model does not affect the shape of this part of the dispersion 

curves, Figures 4.1-4.4 cover the effective range of phase velocity for So 
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propagation. The lower cutoff frequency seems to be about 0.4 Hz, whereas the 

high frequency cutoff could be as high as 35 Hz, as revealed by observations 

(Butler et al., 1987). This low frequency filtering effect is also indicated in Figures 

4.1 and 4.3 by a vertical Une at 0.4 Hz. Mantovani et al. (1977) suggested that an 

ideal instrument for recording So energy might be one with a relatively flat 

response over the band 0.5-10.0 Hz. 

Stephens and Isacks (1977) and Mantovani et al. (1977) have at tempted to 

explain the low frequency filtering effect using only Love wave eigenvalues. 

Stephens and Isacks (1977) have interpreted So as a Ud wave (i.e., one for which 

the seismic wave energy is confined to the uppermost few tens of kilometers of the 

mantle). They explained the lack of low frequencies as the result of channeUng 

energy into high attenuation low velocity zone in asthenosphere. Mantovani et al. 

(1977) solved the same problem but with the low velocity zone (LVZ) replaced by 

a constant velocity depth structure. Proving the existence of a low velocity zone is 

difficult because presence or absence of the LVZ makes smaU difference in the 

curves. This low frequency filtering effect wiU be demonstrated by synthetic 

seismogram calculations. Synthetic seismograms computed with 0.4 Hz cutoff do 

not show Po and So phases, whereas with a 3.1 Hz cutoff frequency substantial 

amount of Po and So energy is computed. When the cutoff frequency is increased 

to 8.1 Hz, even higher ampUtudes are obtained for Po and So. 
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To compute the effect of a low velocity layer in the upper mantle, layer number 

7 m Table 4.1 is replaced by three layers. The first and third layers have the same 

layer parameters as the original seventh layer, and layer thicknesses are reduced to 

10 and 11.5966 km, respectively (Table 4.2). Rayleigh and Love wave eigenvalues 

and synthetic seismogram calculations wiU be presented for the GFLVZ model. As 

expected, the measure of the LVZ forms another wave guide, and synthetic 

seismograms show an extra wave packet added to the waves of the GF model when 

the low velocity layer is included. 

In Figures 4.5 and 4.6, eigenvalue results of GFLVZ are iUustrated. Figure 4.5 

shows a stationary phase at 4.65 km/sec ( 5 wave velocity in the low velocity 

layer). Figures 4.1 and 4.5 are similar except that the group velocity curves in 

Figure 4.5 are compUcated to some degree. The effect of the 4.65 km/sec. wave 

guide is also shown in Figure 4.6 in the curves for the higher modes that produce 

So. Therefore, the presence of the low velocity layer in the upper mantle has 

direct effect on So propagation. More information about the effect of the low 

velocity layer wiU be produced from synthetic seismogram calculations in the third 

section of this thesis. 

The points 1-9 in Figure 4.1 and 1-7 in Figure 4.3 were chosen to demonstrate 

the spectrum of eigenfunctions for Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively. The 

points 1, 2, 9, and 3 of Figure 4.1 are located on fundamental mode, with 

decreasing order in terms of phase velocity. This ordering shows that as phase 
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Figure 4.5: Phase and group velocity curves of Rayleigh waves for the GFLVZ model 
up to 3.1 Hz. The number of curves is 35. The wave guide at 4.65 km/sec due 
to the low velocity layer is indicated in both phase and group velocity curves. The 
rest of the phase and group velocity spectrums is the same with Figure 4.1. 
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velocity decreases waves are graduaUy concentrated near to surface with maximum 

eigenfunction ampUtudes there. The other points. 4-8, on the same figure are 

selected from higher mode curves at about the same frequency as point 3. These 

points have eigenfunction spectrums of which larger phase velocity values 

associate with waves penetrating deeper parts of the structure, and dominant 

eigenfunction ampUtudes are with phase velocity Uke-layer velocity in the model. 

In Figure 4.3 of Love waves, only one point (number 1) is located on the 

fundamental mode representing waves in the sedimentary layer. The other points 

2-7 on the higher mode curves are also waves with larger ampUtudes deep in the 

crust or upper mantle. 

4.2 Eigenfunctions of Rayleigh and Love waves 

Eigenfunction curves in this section are actuaUy an iUustration of relative 

displacement and stress ampUtude distribution of surface waves. Downgoing waves 

in the half space are assumed to be unity as discussed in the third chapter; 

ampUtudes above the half space are computed relative to this unity. Each 

eigenfunction curve has been normaUzed by the maxima over the depth range 

considered. For Rayleigh waves, the four eigenfunctions (vertical stress and 

displacement, and radial stress and displacement) are shown. Transverse shear 

stress and displacement are shown for Love waves. A box of some useful 

information is printed at the top of each iUustration. The 5 velocity versus depth 
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profile is added to the eigenfunction plots to help relate the wave guide formation 

to the model structure. 

According to normal mode theory in a layer half space, standing waves are 

generated between boundaries defined by the free surface at the top and infinity at 

the bot tom of layered half space. The net effect in positive x direction is then 

normal mode propagation of surface waves. Waves multiply reflected and refracted 

between these boundaries, and also at inner material discontinuities, produce 

standing wave ampUtude profiles that are pictured by the foUowing eigenfunction 

plots. 

To study Rayleigh eigenfunctions at the points marked on Figure 4.1, 

maximum depth has been set at 50 km; beyond that , displacements tend to go 

zero due to the Sommerfeld radiation condition. We utiUze displacement 

eigenfunctions to show what waves are generated. 

Typical displacement behaviour in the fundamental mode is demonstrated by 

the points 1, 2, and 9. Point 3 shows the wave guide of the sedimentary layer. 

Point 1 has the highest phase velocity, which simply means steepest ray paths and 

deepest penetration (Figure 4.7). Note that there is no clear indication of 

particular wave guide. Largest displacement ampUtudes are close to the surface 

and decreasing ampUtudes are produced through the rest of model. In Figure 4.8, 

phase velocity is decreased sUghtly (less steep ray paths); this causes ampUtudes of 

deeper layers to show a decrease, but there is stiU some indication of crustal and 
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Eigen funct ions of Rayleigh Waves 
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Figure 4.8: Eigenfunction plots of the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. Eigen
value of the point 2 in Figure 4.1 is considered. Phase velocity value compared 
to Figure 4.7 is decreased some and waves are mainly in the water layer but some 
leakage to the sediments and below (crust and upper mantle) occurs. 
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upper mantle waves. Point 9 has an even smaUer phase velocity, and displacement 

ampUtudes indicate that no waves are penetrating as deep as the crust. Figure 4.9 

shows that at this phase velocity only water and sedimentary layer take part in 

the propagation. Figure 4.10 shows that only sedimentary waves are generated for 

a phase velocity less than 5 velocity in the sediments. 

Clearly, certain surface waves wiU be strongly excited if the energy source is at 

the depth at which maximum eigenfunction amplitudes are attained. For example, 

the fundamental mode propagation will be dominated by sedimentary waves if the 

source is located in that layer (see Figure 4.10). Highest group velocities 

somewhat below the stationary phase associated with So generation have 

eigenfunctions predominantly effective in the crust and upper mantle. Therefore, 

sources in this part of the model wiU result in very strong Po and So excitation. 

Note tha t eigenfunction values may have some zero crossings which are caUed 

nodes. An antinode wiU be the one between two successive nodes. Surface waves 

wiU not be excited for that particular eigenvalue if source depth coincides with the 

node, whereas the opposite wiU happen for an antinode. 

A number of nodes and antinodes appear for even higher mode numbers. 

Frequency also increases in the higher modes and waves become more interactive 

with s tructural properties of the medium. In Figure 4.11, this typical case is 

iUustrated. Figure 4.11 shows that at the point 4 ampUtudes osciUate quickly 
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Figure 4.9: Eigenfunction plots of the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. Eigen
value of the point 9 in Figure 4.1 is considered. Horizontal displacement shows only 
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Figure 4.10: Eigenfunction plots of the fundamental mode Rayleigh waves. Eigen
value of the point 3 in Figure 4.1 is considered. In this example, both vertical and 
horizontal displacements indicate only the sedimentar)'' waves. Note that displace
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Figure 4.11: Eigenfunction plots of the tenth mode Rayleigh waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 4 in Figure 4.1 is considered. Displacements indicate only the water 
and sedimentary waves with equivalent ampUtudes. Eigenfunctions osciUate quickly 
because of the hihg mode number. 
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between positive and negative values. It is clear that zero excitation is predicted 

at the point 4. 

Because the interest here is in waves concentrated in the crust and upper 

mantle, phase velocities have to be high so that deeper layers also are sampled. 

Phase velocity at the point 5 is such that the ray paths start showing crustal 

penetrat ion (Figure 4.12). At point 6, the energy is mainly in the crust, as shown 

by Figure 4.13, and at point 7 (Figure 4.14), the surface waves are also affected by 

the uppermost mantle. The model mantle is completely sampled by waves with a 

phase velocity higher than about 4.7 km/sec (Figure 4.15). 

In the water layer, the pat tern of several node and antinode sequences 

remained unchanged for even high mode numbers. The eigenfunctions for waves in 

the crust and upper mantle show spectrum that a source at any depth in the 

model wiU produce strong surface waves. However, observed group velocity at the 

onset of So phase are attained at the stationary phase (for example, see Figures 

4.14 and 4.15). 

At aU the higher mode points indicated in Figure 4.1, higher phase velocity 

means deeper penetration. Each layer has some amount of energy over an entire 

range of eigenvalues, but higher mode and higher group velocities are associated 

with surface waves which travel primarily in the crust and upper mantle. This is 

the region in which Po and So are t rapped so as to propagate over long distances 

at particularly high frequencies. This suggests that crustal and upper mantle 
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Figure 4.12: Eigenfunction plots of the tweKth mode Rayleigh waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 5 in Figure 4.1 is considered. Relative ampUtudes in the water is less 
than in the sedimentary layer. The phase velocity is so high that the crustal waves 
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Eigen funct ions of Royleigh Waves 
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Figure 4.13: Eigenfunction plots of the thirteenth mode Rayleigh waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 6 in Figure 4.1 is considered. The phase velocity value is close to the 
third layer 5 wave velocity in the crust (Table 4.1). Maximum ampUtude is observed 
in vertical displacement corresponding to the third layer of the crust. 
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Eigen funct ions of Rayleigh Waves 
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Figure 4.14: Eigenfunction plots of the fourteenth mode Rayleigh waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 7 in Figure 4.1 is considered. Horizontal displacement has substantial 
amount of energy in the crust but dominant ampUtudes in vertical displacement 
occur partly in the upper mantle. Maximum vertical displacement occurs very close 
to the M discontinuity. 
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Eigen funct ions of Rayleigh Waves 
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Figure 4.15: Eigenfunction plots of the fifteenth mode Rayleigh waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 8 in Figure 4.1 is considered. In horizontal displacement. ampUtudes 
are maximum in the crust, and in vertical displacement, they are maximum in the 
upper mantle. Waves in the water and sedimentary layer have much less ampUtudes 
in particularly vertical displacement. 
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earthquake focal points are mainly responsible for strong Po and So excitation. 

Ear thquake foci below and above this region wiU result in some Po and So 

propagation, but waves entering the crust and upper mantle wiU have less energy 

because partition of energy wiU be changed considerably. Eigenfunction values at 

the ocean bot tom register high ampUtudes (see eigenfunction plots) and this 

makes the sedimentary top a good place to observe Po and So. 

As shown by HaskeU (1953), there are no numerical instabiUties for Love wave 

dispersion calculations (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). However, Love wave 

eigenfunction calculations produce unstable eigenfunctions because of computer 

truncation errors. For that reason, some care has to be taken to terminate the 

computation before it goes off scale. This is actuaUy done in this thesis. Each 

Love wave eigenfunction has a maximum depth and is normaUzed by the maxima 

over this depth range. 

Discussion about Love wave eigenfunctions here wiU be brief because of the 

close resemblance between Rayleigh and Love wave eigenfunctions. It can be 

shown tha t fundamental mode dispersion curve displays the same characteristics 

as the Rayleigh wave fundamental mode. Point 1 in Figure 4.3 shows ampUtudes 

related to basicaUy the mud layer with some leakage to crust as iUustrated in 

Figure 4.16. 

Love wave eigenfunctions represent the SH component of ground motion, and 

points 2-7 in Figure 4.3 have displacement and stress eigenfunction plots as shown 
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Eigen functions of Love Waves 
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Figure 4.16: Eigenfunction plots of the fundamental mode Love waves. Eigenvalue 
of the point 1 in Figure 4.3 is considered. Only the sedimentary and uppermost 
crustal depth ranges are shown. 5 wave velocity in the sedimentary layer (Table 
4.1) is indicated. Sedimentary waves with some leakage to the crust are seen in the 
displacement eigenfunction. 
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in Figures 4.17-4.22. Here attention is drawn to the contrast in terms of 

ampUtudes that stationary and below have. For points 2 to 6 in Figure 4.3, only 

the mud and crustal part of the model is involved in propagation. However, when 

the phase velocity approaches the stationary phase and goes above it, Love surface 

wave energy is dominantly in the upper mantle. It is clear that the SH 

component of So propagation is strongly determined by the upper mantle layers. 

This means that in synthetic seismograms the Love wave component of So has a 

relatively shorter coda duration than Rayleigh components because of the crustal 

part of tha t wave guide. 

As mentioned earUer, the eigenfunction plots show only relative ampUtude 

distribution of surface waves. Exact ampUtudes wiU be computed in synthetic 

seismograms. These synthetic seismograms calculated using a frequency window of 

0 to 3.1 Hz, for example, predicts Po and So without question. The predicted 

ampUtudes become even stronger if the calculation window includes higher 

frequencies. 

4.3 Synthetic seismogram calculations 

In calculations of synthetic seismograms, the orientation of the fault plane is: 

strike=0*^, dip=90*^, rake=—90*^, and azimuth=45^ from strike direction. The 

source depth is 10.5011 km. It is placed in the sixth layer, which corresponds to 

the crustal bot tom in the GF model. The seismic moment is lO'̂ ^ dynecm. The 

slowness integration was carried out in a window corresponding to the apparent 
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Figure 4.17: Eigenfunction plots of the second mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of 
the point 2 in Figure 4.3 is considered. Phase velocity is so high in this example 
that important amount of energy is also penetrating into the crust, but maximum 
ampUtudes are in the sedimentary layer. 
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Figure 4.18: Eigenfunction plots of the third mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of the 
point 3 in Figure 4.3 is considered. Since the mode number is increased, ampUtudes 
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crust. 
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Figure 4.19: Eigenfunction plots of the fourth mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of the 
point 4 in Figure 4.3 is considered. The phase velocity value is high enough to 
show that waves are dominantly in the crust. The layer numbers in the crust are 
indicated (Table 4.1). 
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Figure 4.20: Eigenfunction plots of the fifth mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of the 
point 5 in Figure 4.3 is considered. The M discontinuity is shown at the correspond
ing depth. The displacement eigenfunction indicates mainly waves in the crust but 
waves are also leaking into the upper mantle at this high phase velocity. 
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Figure 4.21: Eigenfunction plots of the sixth mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of the 
point 6 in Figure 4.3 is considered. In this example, more of the upper mantle 
waves are present. Note that maximum displacement ampUtudes are shifted to the 
lowermost crustal region indicating that higher phase velocity than in this figure 
wiU result maximums in the upper mantle region. 
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Figure 4.22: Eigenfunction plots of the seventh mode Love waves. Eigenvalue of the 
point 7 in Figure 4.3 is considered. The phase velocity value is very close to the layer 
velocities in the upper mantle. Displacement eigenfunction shows predominantly 
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much less than in the upper mantle. 
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velocities between 3 and 19 km/sec Far field displacement seismograms in terms 

of cm were computed at three epicentral distances: 2000. 2500, and 3000 km. In 

each synthetic seismogram plot, Ur represents the radial component, Uz vertical 

component. Up transverse component. The plots give the horizontal axis in terms 

of distance divided by travel time, which make the apparent velocities of Po and 

So phases easier to read. Since very effective Po and So observations are done by 

using ocean bottom seismometers, we wiU calculate the synthetics at the top of 

unconsoUdated sedimentary layer. 

For our dislocation or sUp history we wiU use the foUowing function 

(Harkrider, 1976). 

M[t) = < 
Jlfo[l - (1 + kTt)e-^-^^] t > 0 

0 t <0 

(4.1) 

and the according Fourier transform of this sUp model is 

(̂-) = W^TW (4,2) 
jwykj -h jw)'^ 

where MQ is the final moment value (in the present work we use lO^'' dynecm) and 

kT is a constant related to rise t ime. SmaUer the kr value, greater the rise time of 

sUp function. At far field synthetic calculations, displacements are closely 

proportional to derivative of the sUp function in equation (4.1). This situation is 
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clearly demonstrated by Harkrider (1976) and used by Briistle and MiiUer (1983) 

for earthquakes crossing central Europe. If we designate the far field Fourier 

transform as M[w), then M[w) = jwM[w). It is found that high frequency cutoff 

of far field spectral displacement is easily handled, if one assigns a fractional 

number to kj such as kj = l/K. Then the constant kc is actuaUy the highest 

frequency value for which M is nonzero. Of course, this is mainly effective on 

solving aUasing problem for sampUng in the frequency domain. 

Sometimes there is numerical noise before the first onset. This consists of 

numerical phases related to the fast Umit of the slowness integration. They are 

typical for the reflectivity method and can be suppressed by applying a cosine 

taper at the end of the slowness window. The equivalent phenomenon in the case 

of the Fourier transformation is ringing, in the time domain, when the cutoff in 

the frequency domain is steep. No taper was used in the slowness integration for 

computing the synthetics of this thesis. Although tapering helps aUeviate 

numerical noise, it causes inaccurate ampUtudes in predicted Po and So arrivals. 

The spacing in the [w,k) domain determines the window in the [r,t) domain, 

and the Nyquist [w.k) values determine the spacing in the [r,t) domain. If the 

spacing in the [w,k) domain is not close enough, so that a seismic phase reaches 

the boundaries of the according window in the [r,t) domain, then aUasing wiU 

occur. Fuchs (1968) introduced a method for avoiding aUasing in the distance 

domain by carrying out the integration over the angle of incidence instead over k. 
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This subdivides the [w,k) domain in a manner that the k spacing is no longer 

constant. Fuchs (1968) stiU used a constant w spacing. Kind (1979) showed that 

abasing effects are reduced by using nonequal w spacing. He used smaU w spacing 

for smaU frequencies (or large time window) and large w spacing for large 

frequencies (or smaU time window). This adjustment can be obtained using the 

foUowing recursive equation. 

w ,+1 = w, -r 2iz/\p - ad/[w, -f 27r/P)] (4.3) 

for 1 = 0 , . . . , 71 with the starting value Wo = 0, when D is the desired duration of 

the seismogram, and with a^ > Q. The value Wn is the desired largest circular 

frequency. However, a disadvantage of this integration method over nonequidistant 

intervals is that Fast Fourier algorithms can not be used in the usual way. 

In the foUowing synthetic seismogram Ulustrations, three observational 

characteristics of Po and So can be summarized as foUows. Apparent group 

velocities are around 8.3 and 4.7 km/sec for Po and So. Frequencies are as high 

as 35 Hz. The ampUtude envelope is usuaUy emergent, rising to a maximum value 

in a short t ime interval. The maximum value falls background level in 1 — 2 

minutes. These are the comparative characteristics which are used to compare the 

synthetic seismogram with actual observed Po and So signals. 

The three receiver distances are arranged 500 km apart . Linear travel time 

and distance curve is efficiently obtained in this way (see Walker, 1977 and 
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Walker, 1981). Synthetic seismograms computed for the GF model, in frequency 

range 0 - 3.1 Hz. are shown in Figures 4.23-4.25. Radial and vertical components 

show both Po and So, but the transverse component shows only So. Low 

frequency surface waves (both Rayleigh and Love type), foUowing the coda of So 

phase, are showing regular normal dispersion. They are regular surface waves 

generated as the fundamental and perhaps first higher modes. They have been 

studied by OUver and Dorman (1961) and Sykes and OUver (1964). The set 

minimum phase velocity (3 km/sec) includes only the early part of these waves. 

Phase velocity as low as 0.5 km/sec, indeed, shows a very long wave train for 

these low frequency regular Rayleigh and Love surface waves. They can be used to 

investigate shaUower layers such as water, mud and crust. 

The synthetic seismograms show that predicted arrival times for both Po and 

So (as can be read from horizontal scale) agree with arrival time of actual 

observed Po and So. The ampUtude envelopes show some difference related to 

receiver distance. The ampUtude variation in Po shows that the maximum energy 

travels in the upper mantle with highest apparent velocity. P waves traveUing in 

tha t zone couples with the waves in the crust and this coupled energy is seen with 

relatively high ampUtudes. The smaU ampUtudes represent the crustal P waves, 

and in aU of Po ampUtudes at tenuation is smaU but apparent. 

The synthetic So seismograms indicate two wave groups. The first group, 

which is marked as "first group" in Figure 4.25, travels in the upper mantle. The 
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second group" on the same figure represents the energy in the crust and the 

coupUng of crust and upper mantle energy. This relationship is not seen clearly in 

Figure 4.23. but in Figure 4.25 it is clear. It is obvious that crustal waves are more 

a t tenuated with increasing travel distance. At aU receiver distances, Po phase is 

weaker than So phase, but the SH component of So is visible only at shorter 

distances. 

Clearly, in the Po signal the higher frequencies are predicted to arrive first 

with larger amplitudes, but in the So phase, aU frequencies are high. From 

observational Po and So data, Sutton et al. (1978) and Walker et al. (1978) 

observed generaUy higher energy levels and higher proportions of high frequency in 

So than in Po velocity spectrograms. They stated that the efficiency of So 

propagation may be 2 to 3 times that of Po. This effect actuaUy appears to be 

even greater in the synthetics of this thesis. 

Synthetic seismograms were also computed for the GF model modified by 

addition of a thin low velocity layer below the M discontinuity (see the GFLVZ 

model in Table 4.2). Surface waves at group velocity of about 4.65 km/sec are 

t rapped in that low velocity zone. They would arrive with the other So waves. In 

Figure 4.26, synthetic seismograms of the GFLVZ model are shown at 3000 km 

receiver distance; then show that both Po and So phases, on aU three components, 

have larger ampUtudes than those in Figure 4.25. In the radial component of So 

phase, there are three separate wave packets. That with the highest ampUtude 
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corresponds to surface waves channeUed by the low velocity layer. It is marked as 

"LVZ waves" in Figure 4.26. Its apparent velocity is 4.65 km/sec 

Walker (1977) also noted in observed Po and So signals that there may be 

more than a single guide involved in the propagation of these phases. The GF 

model with no mantle low velocity layer indicates a double wave guide (upper 

mantle and coupUng to the crust), as seen in Figures 4.23-4.25 (in particular. 

Figure 4.25, first and second groups). Addition of the LVZ has the effect of a third 

effective wave guide (see the radial component So phase in Figure 4.26). 

Therefore, there may be some variations of Po and So wave guides from one place 

to another, if some propagation paths have low velocity segments and some not. 

Gettrust and Frazer (1981) used only Po phase for comparison between 

observation and synthetic, but clearly So comparison offers more information 

about velocity inversions than Po. 

That Po and So waves have higher ampUtudes at higher frequencies is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.27. The high frequency cutoff in the computation is 

increased to 8.1 Hz in this figure. In Figure 4.23 (with 3.1 Hz cutoff), maximum 

ampUtude of So on the radial component is about 0.17 cm, but with the cutoff 

frequency at 8.1 Hz (Figure 4.27), the same waves have the maximum ampUtude 

of about 0.36 cm. In addition. So energy is increased relative to late low frequency 

surface waves, Rayleigh and Love waves in Figure 4.27. It is also noted that Po 
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Figure 4.27: Synthetic seismograms of the GF model with frequency range 0 — 8.1 
Hz. Increased frequency yields stronger Po and So waves. Po and So ampUtudes 
in this figure are larger than the same ampUtudes in Figures 4.23-4.25. 
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includes the higher frequencies and that SH component of So has larger 

ampUtudes. It is evident that Po and So may contain even higher frequencies. 

Tha t both Po and So are dominantly high frequency signals is also indicated 

in Figure 4.28. If, as in Figure 4.28, the frequencies are no higher than 0.4 Hz, the 

synthetic seismograms show no sign of So phase. The Po phase is present with 

only very smaU ampUtudes. Note that low frequency surface waves traiUng the So 

coda remained unchanged. 

During synthetic computations, a huge amount of random access memory is 

needed. The factor of excessive CPU time usage is certainly an important one 

affecting numerical modelling efforts negatively. To overcome this difficulty 

modeUing with multiprocessor vector computers would be an important 

advantage. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The seismic phases Po and So consist of high frequency compressional and 

shear waves that travel mainly in the Uthosphere. Synthetic seismograms predict 

that guided Po and So phases travel with constant surface velocities, which are 

consistent with observations. The velocities of onset of these phases are 

determined by the waves traveUing in the upper mantle and can be used to 

investigate lateral variations in the structure of the upper mantle; thereby 

mapping the continuity and areal extent of the Uthosphere. The thickness of the 

model utiUzed in this thesis is adequate to account for the propagation mechanism 

of Po and 5o; however, the nature of the Uthosphere to asthenosphere transition 

zone could be studied further with the inclusion of deeper structure. 

In an effort to understand the efficient propagation of So, normal mode theory 

in layered media has been applied because So is considered to be composed of 

Rayleigh and Love waves. The basic result of this study is to show that So can be 

accounted for in terms of group velocity stationary phases which develop at about 

4.7 km/sec at high mode numbers and at high frequencies. Computation of 

synthetic seismograms for the same crust and upper mantle structure model 

indicate that both Po and So are guided waves in the crust and upper mantle, but 

the So guide is much more efficient than the Po guide. 
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Higher mode Rayleigh and Love waves with group velocities in the range of 

about 4.7 - 4.0 km/sec are shown to have substantial amounts of energy and to 

constitute the So phase. That the same wave guide aUows the high frequency Po 

phase to travel long distances is shown by calculation of synthetic seismograms. 

Po and So wiU be most strongly excited when the source depth coincides with the 

boundary between crust and upper mantle. 

The synthetic seismogram calculations show that Po and So have substantial 

amounts of energy at very high frequencies even though this energy is not 

commonly reported by those studying standard short period seismograms, because 

these instruments have very low magnification at these higher frequencies. 

A low velocity layer (LVZ) in the shaUow upper mantle is, as seen in the 

synthetic seismogram calculations, able to channel important amounts of high 

frequency seismic waves. A seismic ray path can easily penetrate into a low 

velocity zone when incident from a high velocity zone, whereas it is reflected back 

into the low velocity zone when incident onto a high velocity zone. P and 5 wave 

material velocities above and below the low velocity layer are higher than LVZ, 

and this causes seismic waves (upgoing and downgoing in the LVZ) to remain in 

the LVZ in terms of multiple reflections for a long distance. The wave guide of Po 

and So waves becomes stronger in the presence of such low velocity layer. 

When the low velocity layer is not included in the model computations, the Po 

and So ampUtudes show gradual decrease from the upper mantle waves to crustal 
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waves. Upper mantle waves arrive earUer with larger ampUtudes and crustal waves 

foUow with smaUer amplitudes. Three wave guides are originated in the case of an 

LVZ in the upper mantle. The region between the crust and LVZ is caUed "high 

velocity lid." The first wave guide is composed of waves travelling in the crust and 

Ud. The second wave guide is formed of waves traveUing in the upper mantle 

below LVZ. At large receiver distances the third wave guide of LVZ is indicated by 

larger ampUtudes than the other parts (upper mantle waves below the LVZ and 

crustal waves coupUng to the Ud above the LVZ) of the Po and So phases. 
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